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urces and Commentary 

 

 

sources of images 

[see the related link on the “publications” page at http://roots.traces.org/michael-luick-thrams] 
 

footnotes 

All cited websites were accessed between February 2014 and August 2015. 

VOLUME ONE 

Prologue: 

PEGGY LATER CLARIFIED: Email from 7 December 2014. Peggy noted: “My dreams were [also] on the sweet 
side[.] I would dream about the tinsel Christmas tree with the revolving 3-colored light wheel. […] Green jello with 
cottage cheese, colored tin drinking glasses, the Kool-Aid pitcher, the kitchen wall paper, the big floor heat vent at 
the beginning of the living room, the B and W tv. I have super vivid memories of the farm / on and on and on.” 

DONALD’S YOUNGEST FIRST COUSIN: Telephone conversation with Gary Luick, February 2014 

MY GRANDMOTHER’S VOICE: When I asked relatives about those sunglasses Gramma was wearing in the 
photo, Charlotte’s half-niece Jan (Gullickson) Dahlby stated “I have to say I don’t recall [Charlotte] wearing dark 
glasses on a regular basis—but perhaps I didn’t focus on that detail.” When asked about it, my aunt “Sheranne,” 
18 at the time the photo was taken, objected “With her sun glasses on--I don’t ever remember my Mom wearing 
sun glasses--or Dad either for that matter! I never owned a pair of sun glasses back then.” As odd as it might seem 
now, sun glasses weren’t a typical accessoire for Iowa farm folk of that era. Besides the cost, they would have 
been impractical for an ever-pragmatic people toiling mostly out-of-doors, in summer under hot and often sultry 
conditions. As far as I can remember, I didn’t regularly wear sunglasses, either, my entire youth. 

THE SCENARIO OF THE SECOND DREAM: I’ve only had three recurring dreams in my entire life, the third one 
involving confronting my father, which came to me when I was a young man undergoing intense therapy. 

 

Introduction: 

http://roots.traces.org/michael-luick-thrams
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ELFRIDA VIPONT FOULDS: “Elfrida Vipont,” http://www.collectingbooksandmagazines.com/vipont.html. 

LANCASTER CASTLE: “Lancaster Castle,” http://www.lancastercastle.com/.  

FIRBANK FELL: “Fox’s Pulpit,” Briggflatts Meeting, http://www.brigflatts.org/firbankfell.html; plaque reads: 

 LET YOUR LIVES SPEAK 

HERE OR NEAR THIS ROCK GEORGE FOX PREACHED 
TO ABOUT ONE THOUSAND SEEKERS FOR THREE 
HOURS ON SUNDAY JUNE 13 1652. GREAT POWER 
INSPIRED HIS MESSAGE AND THE MEETING PROVED 
OF FIRST IMPORTANCE IN GATHERING THE SOCIETY 
OF FRIENDS KNOWN AS QUAKERS. MANY MEN AND 
WOMEN CONVINCED OF THE TRUTH ON THIS FELL AND 
IN OTHER PARTS OF THE NORTHERN COUNTIES WENT 
FORTH THROUGH THE LAND AND OVER THE SEAS WITH 
THE LIVING WORD OF THE LORD ENDURING GREAT 
HARDSHIPS AND WINNING MULTITUDES TO CHRIST. 

PUBLISHERS OF TRUTH: Micah Bales, “Being Publishers of Truth,” The Lamb’s War (blog), 
http://lambswar.blogspot.de/2011/01/being-publishers-of-truth.html.  

MAYA ANGELOU: “Maya Angelou Quotes,” Brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/m/maya_angelou.htm. 

ESSENTIALLY CONNECTED AT OUR CORE: My impulse, as I wrote that phrase, was to integrate into my text John 
Donne’s (1572-1631) classic poem about that same truth. Alas, literary considerations did not allow it but, happily, 
that’s why book-loving gods created footnotes! 

No man is an island, 
Entire of itself, 
Every man is a piece of the continent, 
A part of the main. 
If a clod be washed away by the sea, 
Europe is the less. 
As well as if a promontory were. 
As well as if a manor of thy friend’s 
Or of thine own were: 
Any man’s death diminishes me, 
Because I am involved in mankind, 
And therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls;  
It tolls for thee. 

Written in 1624, it arose from Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions, Meditation XVII: 

All mankind is of one author, and is one volume; when one man dies, one chapter is not torn out of the book, but 
translated into a better language; and every chapter must be so translated... As therefore the bell that rings to a 
sermon, calls not upon the preacher only, but upon the congregation to come: so this bell calls us all: but how much 
more me, who am brought so near the door by this sickness... No man is an island, entire of itself... any man’s death 
diminishes me, because I am involved in mankind; and therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls 
for thee. 

 

Part I—Rebels with Causes: Bud & Phyllis Luick family 

MENNONITE BOY TURNED MILITARY MAN: Stephen E. Ambrose, Eisenhower: Soldier, General of the Army, 
President-Elect, 1890-1952 (New York, Simon & Schuster, 1983) 25; and Jerry Bergman, “Steeped in Religion: 
President Eisenhower and the Influence of the Jehovah’s Witnesses,” Kansas History 21 (autumn 1998) 148-167. 

CHAIR AND COUNTRY: Nancy Gibbs, “When New President Meets Old, It’s Not Always Pretty,” Time, 10 
November 2008, 39-40. 
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TRANSITIONS OF POWER: Self-proclaimed “dynamic conservative,” Eisenhower may have found John F. 
Kennedy’s liberality displeasing, yet was himself a relative moderate: He cited as his credo as a “modern 
Republicanism” that was “conservative when it comes to money, liberal when it comes to human beings.” (Bureau 
of International Information Programs, U.S. Department of State, Outline of US History (2011) 269-270) In his 
televised farewell address on 17 January 1961, Eisenhower both cited the dangers of the Cold War, and appealed 
to his fellow Americans to beware of a rising anti-democratic elite. Drunk on postwar consumption, few Americans 
took to heart his somber parting warning to the nation to “guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, 
whether sought or unsought, by the military-industrial complex”. 

LAND IN THE UNITED STATES: To cite one example: My mother’s family, the Thramses, occupied their last farm 
105 years, from 1897 to 2002—Ashlawn Farm, near Mason City, Iowa. My maternal grandparents’ cousins, the 
Ehrhardts in Wisconsin and the Falcons in Linn County, Iowa, lived on their “old family homesteads” for over a 
century, too. For most of his childhood, my father’s family, in contrast, moved on average every three years, living 
on five farms between Donald and Charlotte’s marriage in 1934 and their eventual settling in 1950 on what had 
been the Harken farm, southeast of Thornton, Iowa. 

HOW, NOT JUST WHERE: According to interviews with Thrams family members in the late 1970s and with 
Phyllis Thrams Luick, as well as “Mardean (Luick) Olesen” and “Sheranne (Luick) Joyns” [names of the authors’ 
aunts altered out of deference to privacy] in spring 2014, the Thramses had running water and indoor plumbing as 
of 1925; the Luicks did not have an in-house toilet and bath tub until over 34 years later.  

SCHOOL BOARD: “Community History,” History, City of Thornton, http://www.thornton-iowa.com/history.php. 

PLYWOOD PYRAMID: “Illuminati Symbolism,” Andy’s Forum, 
http://andygreek1.websitetoolbox.com/post/illuminati-symbolism-6234272. 

HOLDING ACTION OF 1967: Charles Walters Jr., Holding Action (New York & Kansas City: Halcyon House, 1968), 
in Library of Congress catalog card number: 68 - 26115. 

REPLACE LITERAL HORSEPOWER: In the late 1960s, my father began renovating the old barn that my great- and 
grandfather Thrams had construction around 1912. The very first thing Dad did was to rip out the old horse stalls. 

 “DOC” AND “DOLLY”: The author’s mother’s sisters, Irene (Thrams) Floyd and Dorothy (Thrams) Bredenbeck 
couldn’t agree; Irene remembered a second, “western, red” team—”likely used by the hired hand when doing 
some other work”. Phyllis adamantly maintained there was only one team at Ashlawn Farm in her childhood. Irene 
thought they might have been Belgian draft horses; Phyllis correctly pointed out that the team visible in the photo 
of the Thramses standing in the bobsled one winter during World War II did not consist of draft horses. 

PERFECTLY GOOD DRAFT HORSES: During World War II there was little fuel or steel with which to replace 
teams of work horses with tractors—despite the urgent need for increased agricultural production. As soon as the 
fighting stopped, however, farmers across the United States rushed to purchase tractors and “dump” their horses. 

THOSE WHO DOCTORED OUR ANIMALS: Henry “Doc” Voetberg served as a State Veternarian of Iowa, based 
from his practice in Garner. He and his wife Norma had no children, but doted upon “Lil’ Debbie.” My parents 
returned the Voetbergs’ fondness for their toddler manifold: Phyllis still says “They were the best landlords!” 

THE FOOT OF THE BED: When I reminded David in February 2014 of having confided that information in me, he 
couldn’t recall that he had. I interpreted that as a sign of selective memory caused by subconscious suppression. 

AS DAD ORDERED: Our father held very strong opinions about the “right” way to deal with animals—both 
those who submitted to us and those who did not. Once, when a large colt tried to break loose and began dragging 
my sister Deb behind it, Dad commanded her to hold on even if though meant being dragged across the yard. My 
brother survived similar stress, but with haltered steers who also tried to tear away: “Hold on, Dave—hold on!” 

CHERRY-RED, BANANA-SEATED BIKE: See reference in chapter 75 to Debra Luick [later Wass’] Earth Day action: 
It would be this, child-sized bike that she’d straddle all the way to Clear Lake High School and back with her friend. 
Deb reported in March 2014 that riding such a small bike became quite painful. As a boy, I thought she “deserved” 
to suffer for having “made off” with my bike. She never rode it again—neither with nor without my permission. 
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ASSIGN IT A VALUE: David Luick said per phone interview in February 2014 “I was born to work. That’s what I 
do; that’s who I am.” This author would sing a similar chorus, but instead of “work” would cite “I was born to seek 
and disseminate what I see as ‘truth’. That’s what I do; that’s who I am.” 

FREEZING CORN: Leland Goldberg ran the Thornton Locker and used to say when Phyllis (Thrams) Luick came 
so often with garden or farm goods to freeze “Oh, here’s my little squirrel again, come to squirrel her cache away.” 

THAT EXPERIMENT WOULD TEST US ALL: In March 2014 Phyllis (Luick) Thrams recounted that both mothers-in-
law became agitated about the young couple’s choice of location. She explained that her mother, Florence “Erma” 
(Falcon) Thrams wrote her a letter in which she warned my mother not to move to her new husband’s home area, 
as “Bud’ll spend all his time in Thornton’s bar, drinking with his friends.” When my parents decided, later, to return 
to reside at the Thrams family’s Ashlawn Farm, Bud’s mother, Charlotte (Juhl) Luick, called my mother and cursed 
over the phone about what she assumed was Elmer Thrams’ “influence” and argued against leaving Thornton. 

AFFABLE “IKE”: According to a US State Department published history of the United States, President 
Eisenhower was “one of the few presidents who left office as popular as when he entered it.” One of the 
explanations the text offers for such popularity consisted of his “disinclination to push fundamental change in 
either direction [which] was in keeping with the spirit of the generally prosperous Fifties.” Bureau of International 
Information Programs, US Department of State, Outline of US History (2011) 270. 

COSTLY CHEMICAL LAB IN THE CORNFIELD: At the cessation of World War II American manufacturers of war 
materiel sought a market for unused stock. Many deadly chemicals—DDT among the most infamous—were touted 
as “modern” farming’s requisite technology. Only decades later were killers like DDT exposed and banned in the 
US—only to be exported across international borders and, ironically, used on food exports bound for US markets. 

GET BIG OR GET OUT: See King Corn, directed by Aaron Woolf, Balcony Releasing, 2007, documentary film. 

THE GREAT AMERICAN WEST: German royalty, intellectuals and artists had traveled the Mediterranean for 
centuries in search of sun and fun. During the post-WWII Wirtschaftswunderjahre (“Economic-Miracle Years”), 
West Germans turned their attention south, to Italy—according to many critics, as an unconscious self-distraction 
from the collective horrors that the the German nation had unleashed during the Nazi era. Increasing numbers of 
Germans took vacations in Italy; Italian themes dominated the German film and pop-music industries, fashion, etc. 

THE QUINTESSENTIAL TOURIST HAVEN: See “Wall and Water,” Wall Drug, www.walldrug.com/t-history.aspx. 

LARGER-THAN-LIFE: The theme-song lyrics for the Davy Crockett television series (1954-55; in abbreviated 
form, from http://www.lyricsondemand.com/tvthemes/davycrockettlyrics.html) and for the Daniel Boone series 
(1964-70, both staring Fess Parker; here taken from http://www.boyscouttrail.com/content/song/daniel_boone-
630.asp) speak volumes about those icons’ biases, not to mention that they fused two distinct historical figures. 
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MORE THAN TEN MILLION COPIES: “Reporter-News Online: Texas News – The life, legend of Davy Crockett,” 
Reporter News (2 March 2002). 

PREACHING TOLERANCE: Growing up, I heard few racist comments from my extended family and virtually none 
from my parents. Thus, I was shocked the more to hear, as an undergraduate student, my father’s “baby” sister, 
“Sheranne (Luick) Joyns”—by then living in South Dakota—once quip that “The only good Injun’s a dead Injun.” 

COUNTED AS “WHITE”: “African-Americans in Iowa: 2014,” The Iowa Commission on the Status of African-
Americans (February 2014), http://www.iowadatacenter.org/Publications/aaprofile2014.pdf and Sandra Charvat 
Burke, “Race and Hispanic Origins in Iowa’s Counties, 1980-2010,” Iowa State University Extension’s Community 
Vitality Center (April 2011), http://www.cvcia.org/files/race-hispanic-iowa-counties-1980-2010.pdf. 

THE FAMILY BELONGED: To view an interview with Ruth and Ruby Haddix, African-American twins who grew up 
in Manly, Iowa and were denied access to their school prom held at the Surf Ballroom in Clear Lake at the time of 
the nearby Martin children, go to: http://www.blackiowa.org/education/childrens-oral-history-
project/stories/ruth-and-ruby-haddix/. 

MUCH-ADMIRED SAM KENNEDY FAMILY: Arthur Kehr, “1961 Honorary Life Member Selections,” The Potato 
Association of America, http://potatoassociation.org/membership/honorary-life-members-list/1961-honorary-life-
member-selections.  

WOULD BECOME NATURALIZED: Name Index to Naturalizations for Northern District of Iowa (1942-1961); 
Records, including Petitions and Declarations, U.S. District Court, Northern District of Iowa, Central (Mason City) 
Division. (Record Group 21), http://www.archives.gov/kansas-city/finding-aids/naturalization-mason-city.html. 

CRACKED OPEN A FEW HEADS: This, though earlier student demos in 1968 went unmentioned! 

ONLY FARMER IN THE TROOP: My father also was the only non-smoker in the group by then. When he met my 
mother and for the first fifteen or so years of their marriage, however, he smoked relatively heavily—a scandal for 
the comparatively strict Thrams clam. In the late 1960s, however, Bud suffered a severe bout of the flu and, after 
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he recovered, attempted to resume smoking—which made him so ill that he tried smoking cigars instead but, also 
feeling ill from the effects of tobacco, gave up smoking completely—as his wife repeatedly marveled—“overnight.” 

UNCLE THURMAN’S COMMENTS ABOUT AFRICAN AMERICANS: In an email sent on 15 April 2014, the author’s 
cousin’s son, Ben Knowles, sent the following qualifications about his grandfather, Thurman Floyd, and “his 
attitudes towards race: While I can’t claim that his views were in the least bit enlightened for his time, it should be noted that 
even after the tumult of the Civil Rights Act and the Southern Strategy, which successfully compelled most of the rest of his 
family to make the permanent switch from Dixiecrat to Republican, Grandpa remained a staunch Democrat until the day he 
died. He voted for Obama twice, and I don’t think I heard him use the “N-word” for at least the last 20 years of his life—not a 
high bar, perhaps, but it’s something! Recent conversations I’ve had with other, younger members of the South Carolina Floyd 
clan make me strongly suspect that their attitudes have not evolved much since Goldwater. Do I think that Grandpa’s 
democratic allegiance has much to do with civil rights in particular? Not really. Rather, I think it’s about class: Grandpa grew up 
poor—really, unbelievably, dirt-ass poor. So I think he had a sense from a very early age of what it means to truly have nothing, 
and that trumped any other political, religious or cultural factor for him. I always respected him for that. It’s also true that he 
was never much of a church-goer except in a very cursory sense, which is perhaps why the Republican Moral Majority never 
held much sway over him the way it did (and seemingly still does) his daughter/my mother.” 

WE LUICK BOYS: Deb had been to New Jersey/New York in July 1966 to attend cousin Marcia Hunt’s marriage 
to Tom Clouse. She accompanied our Thrams grandparents to Quebec on a sightseeing sidetrip soon after the 
wedding, so was unreachable when our Grampa Luick dropped dead from a heartattack—thus missing his funeral. 

AUNT DOT’S SLACKS LEG: While my aunt adamantly maintains “I would have been wearing slacks” I clearly 
remember the pigeon having soiled her “panty hose, her prized recent acquisition of a new-to-market foundation 
fashion”—as I had originally written until in deference to my aunt, changed the cited clothing article from “panty 
hose” to “slacks.” See Roland C. Christensen, Business Policy: Text and Cases (Homewood, R.D. Irwin, 1982) 161. 

LADY LIBERTY: Ellis Island would not be restored for almost another 20 years after our 1971 trip to New York 
City. Even if it had been open to the public, out of the dozens of our ancestors who had sailed across the icy 
Atlantic, not even the late-coming Danes—Charlotte (Juhl) Luick’s paternal grandparents, Peter and Maren 
(Nielsen) Juhl—entered America through its doors. 

FOR NEWLY-WEDDED NEIGHBORS: In contrast to its ancient French origin, our Midwest chivaree was 
“harmless.” See wikipedia s.v. “Charivari,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charivari. 

SOME 20 MILLION OTHER AMERICANS: “Earth Day: The History of a Movement,” Earth Day Network, 
http://www.earthday.org/earth-day-history-movement. 

PASSING FASHION: When asked in March 2014 why she and Janine Aastrup rode bikes to school to mark Earth 
Day in 1970, Debra (Luick) Wass replied, without elaborating, “‘Cause we were stupid.” 

LONG, RUMPLED HAIR: As my older siblings waded into teenagehood and the national youth rebellion then 
underway, they found “acceptable” ways to create increasing barriers to parental control. One fall, for example, 
Deb held a “wild” (unsupervised!) Halloween party in the chicken house Dad was converting into a soy-bean bin. 

OUR BLACK-AND-WHITE TELEVISION: Jeremy G. Butler, Television: Critical Methods and Applications, (New 
York, Routledge, 2006) 290. 

THE FIRST DISCOTHEQUE: Kelly Boyer Sagert, The 1970s (Westport, Greenwood Press, 2007) and Bernard 
Weinraub, ARTS IN AMERICA; Here’s to Disco, It Never Could Say Goodbye, The New York Times (10 December 
2002), http://www.nytimes.com/2002/12/10/arts/arts-in-america-here-s-to-disco-it-never-could-say-
goodbye.html?pagewanted=3&src=pm. 

CLUNKING ABOUT: The two-stall garage at Ashlawn Farm contained stairs that led to an attic; it and an unused 
corncrib, Grandma’s garage, etc. contained dusty treasures such as old phonographs, console radios and the like. 

VENTRILOQUIEST DUMMY: Mae West was banned from radio until 1950 because of an incident involving Edgar 
Bergen, described by Michele Hilmes; see Jason Loviglio, Radio Reader: Essays in the Cultural History of Radio (New 
York, Routledge, 2002) 138.  
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TRANSISTOR RADIOS: appeared on the market 1954, the year Debbie was born; Robert J. Simcoe, “The 
Revolution in your Pocket,” Invention and Technology Magazine 20, no. 2 (fall 2004), 
http://regencytr1.com/images/Simcoe%20TR-1%20article.pdf.  

TO EARN BATTERY BUCKS: To earn extra pinmoney, as a late-highschooler Deb worked in a “co-op” position at 
a bank opposite Clear Lake’s City Park, as well as a held a weekend job at the Mason City airport restaurant. In the 
cooperative job, she worked two hours in the mornings on weekdays in lieu of going to school, as a form of 
practical training. The bank later offered her a fulltime job upon graduating from high school. 

ANITA BRYANT: Anita Bryant with Bob Green, At Any Cost (Grand Rapids, Fleming H. Revell, 1978). 

JEREMIAH WAS A PROPHET: Three Dog Night, Celebrate: The Three Dog Night Story, 1965-1975, MCA Records, 
1993, CD. „Three Dog Night headlines the fair tonight,” Bainbrigde Island Review, 
http://www.bainbridgereview.com/entertainment/27111724.html?period=W&mpStartDate=05-15-2010. 

REALM OF HYMNS: “Morning has broken,” The Canterbury Dictionary of Hymnology, 
http://www.hymnology.co.uk/m/morning-has-broken.  

Sweet the rain’s new fall, sunlit from heaven 
Like the first dewfall, on the first grass 
Praise for the sweetness of the wet garden 
Sprung in completeness where his feet pass 
Mine is the sunlight, mine is the morning 
Born of the one light, Eden saw play 
Praise with elation, praise every morning 
God’s recreation of the new day 

THE CORNER DRUG: A friend once reported that Des Moines native Bill Bryson supposedly once declared Clear 
Lake, Iowa one of the prettiest towns in America—if so, likely due to charms like that of the recently-closed Corner 
Drugstore, with its archetypal soda fountain. Bill Bryson can easily glorify Clear Lake—but did he ever live there? 

THE US’ DIRECT INVOLVEMENT: Robert M. Neer, Napalm: An American Biography (Harvard University Press, 
2013) and Nick Turse, Kill Anything That Moves: The Real American War in Vietnam (New York, Metropolitan 
Books, 2013) and Larry H. Addington, America’s War in Vietnam: A Short Narrative History (Bloomington, Indiana 
University Press, 2000). 

ALL MY BAGS ARE PACKED: John Denver, “I’m Leaving on a Jet Plane” in Peter, Paul and Mary, Warner Bros., 
1966, http://www.allmusic.com/song/leaving-on-a-jet-plane-mt0011833772: I deleted these lines from the book: 

There’s so many times I’ve let you down, so many times I’ve played around, 
I tell you now they don’t mean a thing. 
Every place I go I’ll think of you, every song I sing I’ll sing for you, 
when I come back, I’ll bring your wedding ring. 

So kiss me and smile for me, tell me that you’ll wait for me, hold me like you’ll never let me go. 
‘Cause I’m leaving on a jet plane, don’t know when I’ll be back again. Oh, babe, I hate to go. 

Now the time has come to leave you, one more time let me kiss you, 
then close your eyes, I’ll be on my way. 
Dream about the days to come when I won’t have to leave alone, 
about the times I won’t have to say: 

Kiss me and smile for me, tell me that you’ll wait for me, hold me like you’ll never let me go. 
‘Cause I’m leaving on a jet plane, don’t know when I’ll be back again. Oh, babe, I hate to go. 
I’m leaving on a jet plane, don’t know when I’ll be back again. Oh, babe, I hate to go. 

 

Part IIa—Warriors without Wars: Donald & Charlotte Luick family 

TWO IMAGES: Collaborated during phone interviews with Barbara (Jones) Noonan and Debra (Luick) Wass in 
February 2014.  
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 “DROPSY”—TODAY’S “EDEMA”: A Greek-English Lexicon, “Edema, “ by Henry George Liddell and Robert Scott, 
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0057%3Aentry%3Doi%29%2Fdhma: 

Edema (/ɪˈdimə/; from the Greek οἴδημα—oídēma, “swelling”), formerly known as dropsy or hydropsy, is an 
abnormal accumulation of fluid in the interstitium, which are locations beneath the skin or in one or more 
cavities of the body. It is clinically shown as swelling. Generally, the amount of interstitial fluid is determined by 
the balance of fluid homeostasis, and increased secretion of fluid into the interstitium or impaired removal of 
this fluid may cause edema.  

WASHED DISHES IN THE LOCAL CAFÉ: This information was compiled from two emails, the first sent Monday, 
10 March 2014 at 9:35 AM Central Time, by “Sheranne (Luick) Joyns”: “I know mom washed dishes in the local café 

since she was 8 years old and saved her money for college as she wanted to be a teacher. the banks closed and she lost all her 
money!” On Thursday, 13 March 2014, she added: “mom worked in the restaurant washing dishe[s] when she was 8 years old. 
She often laughed when she told me that she had to stand on a chair to reach the dishes in the bottom of the tubs. she saved 
all her money and was going to go to teachers college and get her teaching certificate—the banks closed and she lost all her 
money. Mom would have been an excellent teacher!” 

MANAGE DOMESTIC AFFAIRS: In a phone interview in March 2014 Barbara (Jones) Noonan recalled “Gramma 
[Luick] had two or three big cardboard barrels [“Sheranne (Luick) Joyns” said they were ‘crocks’] in the basement, 
where she stored potatoes and carrots from the garden in layers, each covered with sand. She also kept a lot of 
frozen meat in the Thornton locker for use as she needed it.” In a separate interview in the same month, the 
author’s sister Debra (Luick) Wass maintained “Gramma’s fridge was so old that she had to prop it closed with a 
kitchen stool”—which “Sheranne” contested. 

“COOL CAL” COOLIDGE: Robert Sobel, Coolidge: An American Enigma, (Washington, Regnery Publishing, 1998).  

DOW JONES YEARLY HIGHS: John Downes and Jordan Elliot Goodman, Baron’s Finance and Investment 
Handbook (New York, Baron’s, 1986). 

RURAL POPULATION: In 1910 the US urban population was 42,623,383, compared with a rural population of 
49,348,883. The 1930 urban population was 68,954,823, compared with a rural population of 53,820,223. 
Information taken from Historical Statistics of the United States (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2006) 12. 

TO BERLIN AND BACK: Wayne Hallowell, “Louise Brooks 1906-1985,”  

http://www.leatherockhotel.com/LouiseBrooks.htm. 

1920s’ BESTSELLING AUTHORS: “Best Selling Novels of the 1920’s,” http://www.ranker.com/list/best-selling-
novels-of-the-1920_s/bestselling-books. Kathleen Morgan Drowne and Patrick Huber, The 1920’s (Westport, 
Greenwood, 2004) 43. 

MAGAZINES MARKETED IN AMERICA MUSHROOMED: Haley Tomazich, “Magazines in the 1920’s,” 
http://prezi.com/wvjeidjopjt_/magazines-in-the-1920s/ 

ARSENAL OF DEMOCRACY: Herbert S. Houston, “Blocking New Wars,” The Furniture Worker (University of 
Michigan, Doubleday, 1918) 364.  

RURAL AMERICA LIMPED ALONG: Dan Bryan, “The Great (Farm) Depression of the 1920s,” American History 
USA, retrieved 10 November 2013, http://www.americanhistoryusa.com/great-farm-depression-1920s/ 

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT: Two million men became hobos early in the Great Depression: Between 1929 and 
1932 roughly 400,000 farms were foreclosed; the CCC later employed about the same number of young men in 
various projects. Some sources maintained “Hobo” came from the then often-used phrase “homeless boys,” 
dictionary.com, s.v. “hobo,” http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/hobo.  

ONE-QUARTER OF THE NATION’S BANKS: David C. Wheelock, “Regulation, Market Structure, and the Bank. 
Failures of the Great Depression, http://s3-ap-southeast-
2.amazonaws.com/jigsydney/general/PDF/145277~Regulation_Mar_Apr1995.pdf. 

25% OF THE WORKFORCE: “Unemployment during the Great Depression,” The Great Depression, 
www.shmoop.com/great-depression/statistics.html. 
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THE SUBSEQUENT OBITUARY: Globe-Gazette, Mason City, Cerro Gordo, Iowa - 4 April 1933. 

WE SIT LOOKING AT THE FLOOR: “Women on the Breadlines” was published in The New Masses by Meridel Le 
Sueur. 

HALF OF AMERICAN FAMILIES: “Facts and Figures of the Automobile Industry 1920-1930,” 
http://www.railsandtrails.com/AutoFacts/.  

A NOTICEABLY CONCISE NOTICE: One of the two articles comprising this compiled account comes from Mason 
City’s Globe-Gazette, 14 August 1934; the second cites only “the Tribune” as its untraceable source. 

THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR: Outline of US History, Bureau of International Information Programs, US 
Department of State (2011) 216-217. 

REDUCTION IN FOOD PRODUCTION: This strategy has been tried innumerable times by countless parties. If it 
works at all, it seems to work only temporarily. It offered a visision of forcing just prices by my father, his father… 

ANGER AND FRUSTRATION: According to an interview with Sheranne (Luick) Joyns on 25 March 2014, my 
father’s mother, Charlotte (Juhl) Luick, “would hold Bud by the feet under the pump when he’d fly into a rage an’ 
run cold water over him until he cooled down” and Donald Luick “often made [Jeandelle] sit in a chair an’ stay 
there ‘til her tantrums were over.” She also maintained that “Jeandelle” once “cut my back with a paring knife” 
but when I asked why, my youngest paternal aunt only replied “‘Cause she was jus’ always mean—that’s why.”  

POPULIST INSURRECTION: John C. Culver, American Dreamer: A Life of Henry A. Wallace (New York, Norton, 
2001). 

DUMPED KEROSENE: William E. Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal (New York, Harper Row, 
1963). 

VETERINARIANS ATTEMPTING TO TEST: George Mills, “Threw Rocks, Eggs in ‘Cow War’,” Des Moines Register 
(22 September 1971). 

IOWA STATE PENITENTARY: George Mills, “State Moves in Test War: Hints of Militia Heard as Farmers Voice 
Opposition,” Muscatine Journal (21 September 1931) 1. 

LET’S CALL A FARMERS HOLIDAY: A second slogan called farmers to “Stay at home. Buy nothing. Sell nothing.” 
William L. Wunder, Radicalism and Violence of the Farmers’ Holiday Association, https://suite.io/william-l-
wunder/5rxg2d0. 

REFUSE TO SHIP FOOD: William E. Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal (New York, Harper 
Row, 1963). 

SAVE THEIR HOMES: John C. Culver and John C. Hyde, American Dreamer: A Life of Henry A. Wallace (New York, 
Norton, 2001). 

CONTRITE RENO PRETENDED: In 1935 Reno gave his support to Francis Townsend and endorsed his Old Age 
Revolving Pension Plan and campaigned against the re-election of Franklin D. Roosevelt. He supported Huey Long 
and introduced him at a meeting as “the hero whom God in his goodness has vouchsafed to his children” in 
compensation for “Roosevelt, Wallace and the rest of the traitors.” On 5 May 1936 Milo Reno died of a heart 
attack in Excelsior Springs, Missouri. See “Huey Long,” Spartacus Educational, 
http://www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk/USAlongH.htm. 

MICKY: On 25 March 2014 “Sheranne (Luick) Joyns” wrote: “Mickey [Jones] died in Iowa---he was buried in Iowa---I 

remember his funeral very well. It was held at my folks farm. All the neighbors came in and moved all the furniture out of the 
living room and people stood and Bob and Lorraine sat down in the front row! I remember when the funeral director brought 
the little white box (casket) in and sat it on the piano bench that had a white cloth on it! I remember how confused that I was 
as I did not know what was going on! I remember standing there while the minister talked then going out to the cemetery---
when we got back to the farm and tables were set up---the neighbor ladies served a lunch! I do not know where and when Bob 
and Lorraine got married. Lorraine was pregnant and several months along---Mickey was born with the cord wrapped around 
his neck and he died! Back in those days they couldn’t do anything for him! Barb was born in Colorado---Mom and I went down 
there---we rode down with another soldier from Thornton that was on leave and going back to the base. I remember they lived 
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in an apartment on the bottom floor of a huge white house. I remember we all ate at the Army mess hall and the other soldiers 
teased me and Mom said I got red in the face! I remember riding home on the bus---it came to Sheffield and dad met us and 
took us to the farm! I remember Lorraine and Barb living with us until Bob got back. I remember feeding Barb and watching the 
‘bubbles’ in the milk when she ate!!!!” 

LOUDLY PROTESTED LORRAINE’S SUDDEN MARRIAGE: On Wednesday, 26 March 2014 “Sheranne (Luick) Joyns” 
maintained in an email that “I really don’t remember what my parents thought when Lorraine got pregnant---I was 
too young and far more interested in horses and dogs!!! It really didn’t affect any of the various family members. 
My parents had a lot of friends and relatives that were there for them at that time! Girls getting pregnant in high 
school was common and not really looked down upon, even though they were always forced into getting married--
-which was a big mistake as most of them ended in a divorce any way!---there were many mothers that said their 
daughters would never get pregnant out of wedlock---many of them had a surprise!!!” 

SLOPPILY-HID WOMANIZING AND AFFAIRS: Barbara (Jones) Noonan, from a phone interview with the author, 
March 2014. 

DESTITUTION […] LED TO DEPRESSION: In a phone interview in March 2014, Barbara (Jones) Noonan said that 
when she began working as a psychiatric nurse she could “literally relate to patients as many people in my world 
had been undiagnosed and untreated for conditions such as addiction, depression, anxiety, passive-aggressive or 
manic behavior.” She said “My mom slept up to twelve hours a day” and thus speculated that her mother suffered 
from “untreated depression and likely diabetes.” Lorraine’s grandmother, Lorena (Jenison) Luick, died in a diabetic 
coma at age 73. Barbara further noted “Mom often seemed out of it—like in a stupor, like being drugged—which 
are symptoms of depression.” 

FIRST SURVIVING CHILD: Barbara (Jones) said in a phone interview with the author in March 2014 that her 
father, Robert Jones, had “always wanted to attend barber school.” When Barbara asked “Dad, so why don’t you 
go to barber school now?” he looked at her, she later said “with horror. He’d always told us ‘I had to get married; I 
don’t have a life of my own’—along the lines of ‘Me? I can’t have a dream.’” 

A LOT OF MONEY: Our Luick grandparents seem to have been correct in their prophecy of the future value of 
some U.S. coinage. According to “1964 Silver Kennedy Half Dollar Value (United States),” coinflation.com, on 17 
November 2014, http://www.coinflation.com/coins/1964-Silver-Kennedy-Half-Dollar-Value.html, a 1964 Kennedy 
half-dollar would have a value (mindful of 112 daily currency fluxuations) of nearly ten times its original value of 
fifty cents. That both my cousin Barbara and my siblings recalled us Luick-Juhl grandchildren receiving “silver 
dollars” and not “half dollars” prompted me on 11 November 2014 to review of such coins’ careers at “U.S. Silver 
Coins: When They Ended and What They’re Worth,” coinsite.com, http://coinsite.com/us-silver-coins-when-they-
ended-and-what-theyre-worth/, which differentiates between “Kenny half-dollar” and “Eisenhower dollar” coins. 

CAREER KICKS: Lorraine (Luick) Jones’s three daughters couldn’t agree as to their mother’s writing “career.” On 
Tuesday, 25 March 2014 Barbara (Jones) Noonan wrote in an email to the author: “I only know that [Lorraine] 
completed her GED and took a course at Iowa State University after moving to Des Moines to live with Peggy… [A]s I mentioned 
earlier, mom wrote a children’s book, but could not get it published… :( “ 

That same day, Jeannette (Jones) Bram wrote: “From what I remember, she did a few freelance articles for both the 
Globe-Gazette, and the Southern County News. She was hired on staff for a magazine out of Mason City. It had to do with the 
American Quarter Horse organization, but I don’t recall the official name of the magazine. […] I think she was there for a short 
time, and it closed down. Probably a year or less. Just a guess. She got her Associate’s degree from [North Iowa Area 
Community College], but that is all I remember. She may have taken writing or journalism seminars, but had no specific 
degree.” 

In response, later that day Peggy (Jones) Lettow wrote in an email to the author: “What I recall is yes [Lorraine] took 
courses at NIACC, but I am positive not at [Iowa State University, as stated by Barbara]. She took some journalism and 
photography courses. She wrote for the Southern County News and possibly the Sheffield Press. She had a few articles printed 
that she was very happy to get the ‘by line.’ Her love of reading and writing did not ever come to full fruition; mostly because 
she put us kids first and there was very little money to pay for schooling and materials, i.e.: photography. I don’t remember 
how many years she ‘worked’ as a journalist, but I would say it was an avocation rather than a vocation. She was an 
accomplished seamstress and spent much time sewing, too.” 

CLASS OF 1971: On Wednesday, 26 March 2014 Barbara (Jones) Noonan wrote in an email to the author: “I 

graduated from Sheffield-Chapin High School in May of 1971. […] Mom moved to Rockwell 6 weeks before my graduation from 
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HS. I decided NOT to move to Rockwell with the family [which] meant I was ‘on-my-own’ from that moment on. I rented a room 
from my high-school coach (Mr. Eckhoff) and his wife for the last 6 weeks of school and through-out the summer. I got a job at 
[the Peppermint Inn, a former gas station converted into] a local hamburger stop, (where I ate my meals) walked to & from 
work, and started college […] in the fall of ‘71. Mom made a deposit on a simple SINGER sewing machine for my HS graduation 
present…I paid off the balance with money received in graduation cards. Thus, I was able to create a bit of an updated 
wardrobe for college in the fall. Gramma Luick loaned me her winter coat for my 1st year of college. (I had no warm coat.) It 
must have touched the floor on Gram for on me it was mid-calf length. Gram’s coat was like nothing I’ve ever seen…so 
incredibly old that it was ‘new’. (It took me more than 40 years to find a similar coat… in Ireland…and that coat cost me every 
cent I had…because it reminded me of Gram’s generous ‘loaner’ coat…I will treasure it forever!) [Barbara’s future husband] 
Tom & I met the following year on the 1st day of class in a course entitled: Human Geography…” It was not only coats, 
however, that Barbara had few funds to secure—but also luggage. She wrote that at one point she took a bus from Mason City 
to Spencer to board with our Aunt “Jeandelle” and Uncle Chuck “Olesen.” When she arrived with her clothes in a laundry 
basket our aunt derided her for the Jones’ poverty; Chuck reportedly bid “We just bought new luggage—you can have our old.” 

STOWED AWAY FROM WALES: Barbara (Jones) Noonan from a phone interview with the author, March 2014. 

SHERANNE LUICK ASKS ANNULMENT: Globe-Gazette, Mason City, Cerro Gordo, Iowa - December 1962. 

SHERANNE LUICK’S MARRIAGE ANNULLED: Globe-Gazette, Mason City, Cerro Gordo, Iowa - January 1963. 

HURT AND UPSET AND ANGRY: email from “Sheranne (Luick) Joyns” to Barbara (Jones) Noonan, 12 March 
2014, with a response from the latter to the former on 13 March 2014. 

DREADFUL DYSFUNCTION: The factual data used in this and the following paragraph comes from Clarence 
Edward Maloy’s birth certificate and the death certificates of his parents, William Jefferson and Mattie (Steward) 
Maloy, dated 23 July 1929. Oddly, Willie’s father, William, signed both death certificates as “informant” and 
erroneously listed “Texas” as Mattie’s birthplace; then, for both of his now-deceased relatives, he claimed the 
details of their other birth or familial origins to be “Unknown to Informant,” despite being Willie’s father, himself. 

ESTRANGED COUPLE SLAIN: This compilation comes from news items regarding the deaths of William and 
Mattie (Steward) Maloy that appeared in the: Daily Sun in Corsicana, Texas on Tuesday, 23 July 1929; Daily 
Reporter in Abilene on Wednesday, 24 July; Express in San Antonio and the Morning Avalanche in Lubbock, both 
on Thursday, 25 July. On Friday, 26 July the Semi-Weekly Light in Corsicana, Texas reported on the story as well. 

One point of confusion is the two addresses given for the extended family on East Stella Street at the time of 
the homicide-suicide committed by William Jefferson Maloy. Most plausible is that his father, death-certificate 
“informant” William Maloy, lived at 1531; his son’s address was given as 1633 on Clarence’s birth certificate. As 
the article appearing in the Corsicana Semi-Weekly News on 26 July 1929 mentions the couple being “estranged” a 
possible explanation may be that William Jefferson Maloy had been staying with his father, less than a block away. 

PATERNAL AUNT, CORA: According to Tony Luick, William Jefferson Maloy’s sister, Cora Lee Maloy, was born in 
1903 in Sneads, Jackson County, Florida. She was married from 1927 by 1935 to a “Mr. Macbeth” near Eagle 
Grove, Iowa (see also an email by Tony Luick to the author from 11 November 2014). Then, she was issued a 
license on 28 March 1940 to marry Harvey Wiers (1885-1967). This author and his research partner, Anthony J. 
Luick, do not know how Cora, as the legal ward of Lynann* and Clarence Edward Maloy, came to arrange for the 
two to live with Harold and Ethel Box of Wright County, as indicated in the 1940 Federal census of Iowa but 
assume that after her marriage in spring 1940, when she moved with Wiers to Thornton, her niece and nephew 
joined her there. When he was 17 years old, Clarence had to secure his aunt’s permission in order to enlist in the 
US Navy; both are cited as residing in Thornton at the time, per Lois [Luick] Juhl. The author further assumes that 
Lynann resided with Cora until the former graduated from high school in 1945. According to Lois, neither Maloy 
orphan likely lived completely happily with their father’s sister: years later, Lynann would show some of her 
children marks on her arms and legs where their aunt had beaten her with leather belts. (*Lois’ mother’s and 
stepfather’s names have been altered at the request of Lois’ step-siblings.) 

AN INHERITANCE LEFT TO THEM: Lois (Juhl) Kremer from a telephone interview on 15 April 2014. 

LISTED AS “LODGERS:” According to the 1940 Federal census of Wright County, Iowa. 

AT LEAST A DAYTIME HOME: During phone interviews with “Jeandelle (Luick) Olesen” and Sheranne (Luick) 
Joyns [both names have been altered in deference to their privacy] in April 2014 the two sisters disagreed on when 
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Lynann Maloy [later Juhl] appeared in the Luick home. Mardeen recalled “Gramma was suffering from varicose 
veins and was on her back, before Sheranne was born. I was six when Lynann began working for my folks as a day 
laborer” whereas her baby sister maintained “Lynann came and lived with us, just after I was born, to help my 
mom with all the work.” Lorraine Luick Jones’ oldest daughter, Barbara (Jones) Noonan, recounted that Charlotte 
“said she and Grampa brought out this girl from Thornton to help one summer”—also implying that Lynann 
actually resided with the Luick family. 

HER DYING HOUR: Charlotte’s daughter, Sheranne (Luick) Joyns, said in a telephone interview on 18 April 2014 
that when hallucinating shortly before her death, Charlotte shouted “Get Lynann out of here! Get her out of 
here!” and, on the same day, in a separate telephone interview, Phyllis (Thrams) Luick disclosed that Charlotte’s 
son, Luwarren Myrle “Bud” Luick later regretted “that he hadn’t asked ‘Mom, what is bothering you?’ but he 
didn’t. Otherwise, your father handled his mother’s dying well, but after Charlotte died, he did say he wished he’d 
asked her what was keeping her from dying in peace.” 

POLICY OF DELIBERATE AVOIDANCE: Despite their mutual willingness to sidestep the other, recurring contact 
between Charlotte and Lynann—with or without “that baby”—was inevitable in compact Thornton: After she 
completed her beautician’s training at La James, Lynann opened a beauty salon in the tiny town, which she 
operated until 1952, when she and Worth moved it and their growing family first to Mason City, then in 1980 to 
Clear Lake where—according to her eventual obituary, published on 24 December 2006 in the Mason City (Iowa) 
Globe-Gazette—Lynann enjoyed “doing ceramics, gardening, canning, and going for rides, casinos, camping, her 
animals and especially taking care of her grandchildren. She was a member of Clear Lake Am Vets and St. Paul 
Lutheran Church, Mason City, Iowa.” [“Lynann” and “Worth” are both aliases; names altered upon request.] 

PHYSICALLY NEXT TO EACH OTHER: This quote comes from interview with Jan (Jacobsen) Gobeli and her sister 
Sue (Jacobsen) Meints on 10 April 2014. It is compiled from separate-yet-related comments. 

SHE HATED HIM INTENSELY: This quote is compiled from repeated, separate comments made by Phyllis 
(Thrams) Luick over several decades, especially as her mother-in-law was dying at Ashlawn Farm. They have been 
read out loud, via phone, to her to confirm the clarity of content and overall cohesion. 

SINS OF THE FATHER: The quotes “For the sins of your fathers you, though guiltless, must suffer.” by Horace, 
Odes, III, 6, l. 1, and “The sins of the father are to be laid upon the children.” by Shakespeare, The Merchant of 
Venice, act III, sc. V, l. 1, http://www.phrases.org.uk/bulletin_board/23/messages/847.html. The information 
about the shooting came from a phone interview between the author and “Sheranne (Luick) Joyns” on 8 July 2014. 

RULER OF THE WORLD: Behind the name, the etymology and history of first names, s.v. “Donald,” 
http://www.behindthename.com/name/donald. 

HER MOTHER HAD HINTED: I had seen this same dynamic, this penchant, this hunger to finally find—or, as in 
Lynann’s case, to tell—the truth of one’s life, as I interviewed refugees who had fled Nazi Europe and found an 
unlikely safe haven at Scattergood Hostel, a Quaker rescue and resettlement project in my native prairie state. I’d 
felt it in the Bavarian Alps one Christmas Eve while interviewing Emil, a sweet, stooped German grampa who’d 
been an SS brute on the Eastern front, at Dachau, in the Warsaw Ghetto. I’d heard it in the stories of Midwest men 
who’d been prisoners of war held in the Third Reich—men like Gramma’s crew-cut-coiffed cousin Leonard Juhl, 
who drove our big, dusty school bus for years but never ventured a word about his horrific, lethal experiences… 
until, like with too many other men of the stoic so-called Greatest Generation, it was too late to find final, 
conscious peace from torturous memories that had haunted such men—victims of war—for decades. 

THE GERMAN NAME: Behind the Name, s.v. “Adela,” http://www.behindthename.com/name/adela. 

 

Part IIb—Warriors without Wars: George & Lorena Luick family 

TWO SOULS IN ONE BREAST: David P. Goldman, “Two Souls in one Breast,” in The German Genius by Peter 
Watson (New York, Harpercollins, 2010) http://www.firstthings.com/article/2010/11/two-souls-in-one-beast. 
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THE $400 INCOME: Cite 1915 State of Iowa census locator data. Figures taken from the “inflation calculator” at 
www.dollartimes.com on 7 April 2014, using an annual inflation rate of 3.20%, with a subsequent total inflation of 
2,230.49%. 

 “FARMER” OR “EARTHWORKER” IN GREEK: As presented at 
http://www.behindthename.com/top/name/george/us?viewing=graph, when the author’s paternal great-
grandfather was born in 1886-7, the name “George” was given to just under 4% of all American boy babies; by 
2010 the percentage of use in the US had fallen to about 0.20%. In the US “George” was ranked the 166th most 
used name for new male babies in 2012, while it was 12th in England and Wales, 35th in New Zealand, 63rd in 
Australia and 84th in Scotland. 

OUTLANDISH, INTENTIONALLY TERRIFYING COSTUMES: Elaine Frantz Parsons, “Midnight Rangers: Costume and 
Performance in the Reconstruction-Era Ku Klux Klan,” Journal of American History 92 no. 3 (2005) 811-836, in 
History Cooperative. 

THE SECOND WAVE: Rory McVeigh, The Rise of the Ku Klux Klan: Right-Wing Movements and National Politics 
(Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press, 2009) and Berlet Chip, Right-Wing Populism in America (New York, 
Guilford Press, 2000) ch 3, 5, 13. 

KLAN’S REGISTRATION AGENTS: Merry Helm, “KKK in ND,” Dakota Datebook, 7 September 2004, 
http://www.prairiepublic.org/radio/dakota-datebook?post=5638. 

AS FAR AS THE NORTHERN GREAT PLAINS: Julian Sher, White Hoods: Canada’s Ku Klux Klan (Vancouver, New 
Star Books, 1983) 5-53. 

A “PURIFICATION” OF POLITICS: Thomas R. Pegram, One Hundred Percent American: The Rebirth and Decline of 
the Ku Klux Klan in the 1920s (Chicago, Irvan R. Dee, 2011) 47-88. 

SCANDALOUS BEHAVIOR: Source is pupil-focused teaching materials provided by Iowa Public Television at “The 
Story of the Ku Klux Klan in America and in Iowa. The Beginnings of the Klan, Iowa Pathways,” 
http://www.iptv.org/iowapathways/mypath.cfm?ounid=ob_000303. 

THE KLAN’S SPIRITUAL HOMELAND: Kenneth T. Jackson, The Ku Klux Klan in the City, 1915-1930 (New York, 
Oxford University Press, 1992 edition) 241-242. 

LOCAL BRUSHES WITH KLAN TERROR: The article in the journal titled THE KU KLUX KLAN was written by Albert 
de Silver. It is page two of that section with the article – they number each article starting over with numbers. This 
is a reprint of the article from The Nation, 14 September 1921, reprinted by the American Civil Liberties Union 
under the title of their pamphlet called “The Fight for Free Speech” published 28 January 1922, in New York. 

SELF-IDENTIFIED KLANSMEN KIDNAPPED HER: The Southern Guardian (now Arkansas Catholic), Little Rock AR, 
3 September 1921, page 8. It verifies that it was the Mason City incident where she was dragged out into nowhere. 
“An organization which called itself the Ku Klux Klan kidnapped Mrs. Ida Crouch-Hazlett, a Socialist lecturer, at 
Mason City, Iowa, a few days ago, and after taking her ten miles into the country at night left her there alone.” 

DID NOT BREAK [HER] COMMITMENT: Mari Jo Buhle, Women and American Socialism, 1870-1920 (University 
of Illinois Press, 1983) 241. Some North Central Iowa historians speculate that perhaps Crouch-Hazlett’s 
appearance in Mason City had to do with its connection to fellow suffrage advocate, Carrie Chapman-Catt.  

18 YEARS EARLIER: Mason City History, http://www.visitmasoncityiowa.com/index.php/mason-city-history. 

EXPONENTIAL GROWTH: Mason City History, http://www.visitmasoncityiowa.com/index.php/mason-city-
history and State Data Center of Iowa, Cities/Incorporated Places and Census Designated Places, 
http://www.iowadatacenter.org/archive/2011/02/citypop.pdf. 

ROBED FIGURES: Postville Herald, Postville, Iowa, 10 April 1924. 

AN EMBODIED MARTYR: On Friday, 11 April 2014, Mason City Public Library’s History Room director, Terry 
Harrison, wrote: “We have a Klan robe and hood that was donated by a woman whose father joined the Klan in the 20’s but 
whose wife told him he wouldn’t be wearing it or going to any meetings. The Klan had at least two or three large konklaves [sic] 
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here during the ‘20s. As many as 4000 people attended with 600 Klansmen parading down Federal Ave. toward the Fair 
Grounds, and the newspaper reported claims that up to 200 Mason Citians were Klansmen. A volunteer here has recently 
produced a MN Klan tabloid that shows a Klan funeral in MC with the robed participants marching in a cross formation with the 
coffin from the MacCauley Funeral Home to Elmwood. That was in 1924. […] I’m glad to see this material come out. When I first 
came here, I ran across the news stories about the Klan in Mason City and the area and wasn’t surprised since I knew that the 
post WWI resurgence was very pronounced in the northern Midwest. It was not understood locally and I wasn’t popular when I 
brought it up. After all I was from MO and familiar with the Klan... When Franklin Co. [Iowa] had a display on the Klan in that 
area locals in Mason City denied any involvement but had to eat proverbial crow. Remember Michael, we can’t do anything 
about our ancestors. Your revelations will probably just make it easier to resolve past problems and maybe 100 years from now 
when we’re dead and gone some of mistakes will be corrected.” 

AUNT VELMA’S THREE CHILDREN: This quote comes from an interview with Jan (Jacobsen) Gobeli on 10 April 
2014. Its contents are compiled from two separate-yet-related comments Jan made. 

HOCUS-POCUS MUMMERY: In his 1932 book, Only Yesterday: An Informal History of the 1920s, Social historian 
Frederick Lewis Allen wrote that Colonel William Simmons of Georgia revived the Klan in 1915. He had only a few 
hundred members five years later, when he asked a charismatic man, Edward Clarke, to reorganize the group: 
“Clarke had a gift for salesmanship, and he knew that conditions were ripe for the KKK.” For further information 
see http://gutenberg.net.au/ebooks05/0500831h.html. 

DEMISE OF THE KLAN’S SECOND WAVE: As referenced in Mason City-native Elizabeth Dorsey Hatle’s book The 
Ku Klux Klan in Minnesota (History Press, Charleston, SC, 2013) and featured in Kristin Buehner’s article “Mason 
City grad writes history of KKK in Minnesota” published 22 March 2014 in the Globe-Gazette, Mason City, Iowa. 

FADING AWAY ALTOGETHER: New Georgia Encyclopedia, s.v. “Ku Klux Klan in the Twentieth Century,” by 
Shawn Lay, http://www.georgiaencyclopedia.org/articles/history-archaeology/ku-klux-klan-twentieth-century.  

The Klan’s Third Wave, extant today, is estimated to have 5,000 members and 150 Klan chapters, see Anti-
Defamation League, “About the Ku Klux Klan,” 
http://www.adl.org/learn/ext_us/kkk/default.asp?LEARN_Cat=Extremism&LEARN_SubCat=Extremism_in_America
&xpicked=4&item=kkk. The Klan today, however, isn’t able to recruit new members in North Central Iowa as easily 
as it did 90 years ago—as shown in this Globe-Gazette article of 1 November 2010, written by John Skipper: 

MASON CITY — Fliers promoting the Ku Klux Klan are being circulated in North Iowa communities. The fliers promote a KKK 
website that is registered to Douglas Sadler of Charles City. Sadler could not be reached for comment Monday. The flier 
states, “Don’t you think it’s time someone stood up for the white race? We do. “The time for blind ignorance to what is 
going on in our country, cities and streets is over. It’s time to stand up and be proud of your beliefs and culture and not be 
afraid to show pride in your race.” Quinn Symonds of Mason City said he noticed the fliers tacked to telephone poles while 
he was out with his daughter trick-or-treating in his home town of Rockwell Sunday night. “There was one right near the 
school,” he said. “It’s kind of terrifying. Are they trying to recruit in small towns in Iowa? I grew up in Rockwell. We’re not 
that kind of people.” Symonds said he’s glad his daughter isn’t old enough to understand the meaning of the flier. “I’m all 
for free speech,” he said. “But should that apply to promoting hate?” The flier was reported attached to a sign promoting a 
church soup supper in Rockford and was also distributed to some places in Mason City. It ends with, “We must secure the 
existence of our people and future for our white children” and gives the KKK website, www.fraternalwhiteknights.com - the 
site registered to Sadler. Cerro Gordo County Sheriff Kevin Pals said he received only one concern from a citizen—a Rockwell 
resident who brought a flier to his office. Mason City Police Chief Mike Lashbrook said the police department had received 
no complaints. 

FEDERAL AND STATE CENSUSES: Such documents are imperfect. Among other discrepancies, some of them 
note George’s and Lorena’s highest level of completed education as being, respectively, “10th” and “12th” grades, 
yet others say both completed only an “8th” grade education. 

DANISH IMMIGRANTS: The information about Olga Hansen’s and Frederick Christensen’s families comes from 
the 1900 and 1910 Federal censuses for Nebraska, and 1920 and 1930 Federal censuses for Iowa. 

BY 1940: Much of the information in this section taken from the 1930 and 1940 Federal censuses for Iowa. 

A MODEST HOUSE IN THORNTON: According to the 1940 Federal census of Cerro Gordo, Iowa, the house was 
valued then at $2,400. Figures taken from the “inflation calculator” at www.dollartimes.com on 7 April 2014—
using an annual inflation rate of 3.87%, with a subsequent total inflation of 1,564.64%—give that residential 
structure a current value of $39,951.25. 
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A BIG THING [AND] QUITE A DEAL: Michael Luick, The Luick Family - Proud Pioneers (printed by North Iowa 
Area Education Agency, Clear Lake, Iowa, 1980). 

WALK-AWAY ABANDONMENT: This quote is a compilation of complementary comments from separate 
interviews with Don Jacobsen, Sue (Jacobsen) Meints and Jan (Jacobsen) Gobeli on 10 April 2014. 

LIFE-IN-A-FISH-TANK THORTON: Information from interviews with Don Jacobsen in April 2014. 

A LINGUISTIC CORRUPTION OF THE FRENCH ABBREVIATION: George R. Stewart, Names on the Land: A 
Historical Account of Place-Naming in the United States (Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1967) 137. 

I AM 84 YEARS OLD WHEN WRITING THIS: At the end of her letter, Ane Hansen stated her birthplace and –date 
as “Gresbeck, Jutland, Denmark, 11 January 1862” then noted “My parents sold their home when I was 2 years old 
and moved to Grimstrup. I lived there until I was 25 years old. I was confirmed at age 14. I started school at age 6. I 
was 15 years old when I learned to sew. When I was 16 I hired out and worked for a priest in Alstrup. I helped 
wash, clean, and bake. I started washing early in the morning until 9:00 p.m. The next day I hung the clothes out. It 
took a whole day. We did a wash twice a year.” 

ALICE MILLER: Das Drama des begabten Kindes (Frankfurt a.M., Suhrkamp, 1979) and Am Anfang war 
Erziehung (Frankfurt a.M., Suhrkamp, 1980). 

ALL OTHER BUILDING PROJECTS: On 23 April 2014 “Sheranne (Luick) Joyns” wrote that “the house was remodeled 
in 1959. the out buildings were remodeled as time went by---with the most needed first. The barn was the first as the floor in 
the hay mow was falling down and it needed to be replaced. Dad built the corn crib and hog house, and machine shed. 
remodeled the shop and built the garage. He moved an old building in from town and remodeled it for a granary! All of these 
buildings were much needed to farm. The first part of the house was remodeled when they moved there. All of the old 
enclosed porches were torn off and the back entry was built. the enclosed porches were for coal and cobs and a wash room. 
That’s what the older houses had back in the day! It was spooky walking through so many rooms just to get to the kitchen! 
Mom used the wringer washer in the basement until she moved to town seven years after Dad died! I loved that washer and 
still wish I had one! It served the purpose and didn’t use much water like the modern water guzzling washer of nowaday!” 

SHERANNE’S WOULD-BE HUSBAND: Barbara (Jones) Noonan recalled in March 2014 that as a young girl she 
once heard “Sheranne” scream at her father, Donald Luick, “Why do you always have to control everything I do?” 
and that she “lived awhile in Spencer with [“Olesons”], at which point she met [“Wayne”] and soon married him.” 

A VERY SWEET, LOVING COUPLE: On Tuesday, 8 April 2014, “Sheranne (Luick) Joyns” wrote:” WOW! What a life 
[Olga’s mother, Ane B. Hansen] had---she should have shot that mean husband [Jens Stenholt] of hers---I loved 
Olga--she was so nice to me and a very sweet person---she also had a huge china cabinet with salt and pepper sets 
in it. she collected them---as many people did back in those days---others collected spoons with names of states on 
them!!! I dearly loved this lady and really looked forward to seeing her each year. she was much nicer than 
Grandma Luick was to me! How do you find all of this information? I do remember Olga talking about a Lydia!!!! Or 
something like that! Grandpa and Olga were a very sweet, loving couple! what’s interesting is that Olga turned 
around and married a mean man [Frederick Christensen] just like her Dad! It’s a pattern that still exists!” 

STUHR MUSEUM OF THE PRAIRIE PIONEER: Details taken from the author’s memory, as confirmed by theme-
related pages at the museum’s website, at http://www.stuhrmuseum.org. 

HAROLD WARP PIONEER VILLAGE AND MUSEUM: Even with its then-still-operating steam-locomotive train 
noisily and regularly encircling “Railroad Town” behind the stately main building, the impressive Stuhr Museum of 
the Prairie Pioneer seemed somehow modest, yet invited interaction and interpretation. We did not discover the 
same, however, at our other day-long outing to the Harold Warp Pioneer Village and Museum in Minden, 
Nebraska. For more information see “Authentic Americana,” Harold Warp Pioneer Village, 
http://www.pioneervillage.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=15&Itemid=13. Harold Warp’s 
Pioneer Village, RoadsideAmerica.com, http://www.roadsideamerica.com/story/2157 as well as John H. Lienhard, 
“HAROLD WARP’S MUSEUM,” Engines of Our Ingenuity, http://www.uh.edu/engines/epi2482.htm and, finally, 
Harold Warp, A History Of Man’s Progress From 1830 To The Present (Minden, Harold Warp Pioneer Village, 1967).  

 

Part IIIa—Children of Pioneers: Nick & Lottie Juhl family 
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WHOM I MOST PHYSICALLY RESEMBLE: Nick Juhl’s draft-registration card of 5 June 1917 said the man’s height 
and build both to be “medium, his eyes “blue” and hair “light.” 

WITH ALL THOSE GIRLS: The information and quote about Nick and Bertha Hadsell Juhl’s six daughters were 
paraphrased and compiled from two phone conversations on 27 April 2014 with Janet (Gullickson) Dahlby, who 
confirmed the correctness of their content, and also supplied the below data: 

 

first name middle name birthdate names of husbands deathdate 

Cleo  Marian 22 August 1917 Donald Gullickson 1 December 2004 

Edna Elma 5 January 1919 Reuben Hanson 14 February 2015 

Hazel Harriet 5 June 1922 Arnold Troe 2 February 2016 

Helen Clara 13 April 1924 Jay Miller/Amil Johnson 29 June 1988 

Esther  Pauline 25 July 1929 [never married] 19 April 1935 

Phyllis Jean 30 August 1934 Benny Ballandby 22 February 1981 

 

AS CLEO’S NOTES ATTEST: Taken from hand-written entries on three pages titled “Journal Notes by Cleo 
Gullickson”—as part of a school project, with questions written in a juvenile style, complete with smiley faces. 

OVERALLS ON THE END OF THE BED: On 3 May 2014 Janet (Gullickson) Dahlby wrote in an email: 

“I liked Barbara [(Jones) Noonan’s] picture language of ‘beam of Light’ and truly think it follows my memories of Grandma 
Juhl saying ‘we have to live in hope’. When I try to wrap my thoughts around her life and survival in what must have seemed 
like a harsh, cruel world, I have to believe that somewhere, either consciously or unconsciously, she adopted that credo and 
hung on tight! Perhaps there is a small bit of that in me when I look for positives and light when it seems the ‘world is going to 
hell in a handbasket’ around us… I am a Christian and have a very simple, childlike faith. […] I am not ‘preaching’ or selling 
religion, just sharing something […] as I ponder all you’re learning about in family dynamics, history, personal experiences, etc. 
etc. etc. – how complex life is! Forgiveness is a huge and challenging issue for all of mankind I believe. 

“I spoke with cousin Mary [Nick’s daughter Edna’s only child, who] remembers asking Grandma Juhl about Grandpa and she 
said Grandma described him (Nick) as a reprobate! I don’t think of Grandma as being highly educated but she must have 
enjoyed words and the English language because one of my favorite words from her is ‘conundrum’ and ‘reprobate’ is likely 
‘spot on’ for Grandpa. Mary said Edna told her that she remembers Grandpa being physically abusive to Grandma and hearing 
Grandma crying – my Mother never shared that sort of memory with me but I know she recognized he was a hard man – if she 
was still alive I’d surely ask her what word best described the father she remembered! And yet, thinking of her memories of 
Grandpa singing a Danish ditty, I believe that my mother had worked through her memories and perhaps forgiven him, with 
determination to move forward. I can tell you that Mother/Cleo thought things through and was not one to ‘spin’ or embellish. 

“I believe that ‘we are what we come from’ and today is likely very different for each one of us – surely we can all look back 
on our life progression and ‘see’ that we’ve been at different places along the way. You and I talked about this and I do have 
some concern that some family/readers might not be in a ‘strong’ place to receive some of the history/information and here 
again, I think of your Mom or your descriptions of [‘Sheranne’] who professes to be ‘over it’ and in the next breath is spewing 
anger. Did we circle back to forgiveness again? […] You spoke of learning things and coming to a point you certainly didn’t plan 
for or expect when you conceived the idea for this book[…] Can you continue this saga and come out on the other side 
stronger, more enlightened and unburdened of the unknowns that you didn’t know were dragging you down before? Perhaps 
that is the very important question – as you ‘give birth’ to this poignant and often painful story. We definitely need LIGHT to 
move forward out of darkness. I’m posing questions, not preaching, by the way! 

“Yes, let’s talk again – I’m just putting to print some of many thoughts that have been spinning through my mind today. The 
sun has been shining after a week or so of dreary - à LIGHT!” 

HOLY-ROLLIN’ BAPTISTS: Nick Juhl’s granddaughter, Janet (Gullickson) Dahlby, wrote in an email on 30 April 
2014 that “I’m not sure why services for Nick were at the Baptist church as my mother (Cleo) stated that her 
Mother and sisters were not baptized/church goers until after Mom/Cleo was married and attending church. I 
would hypothesize that Nick and Bertha were not church attending/believers.” 
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1940 NEW YEAR’S EVE: Globe-Gazette, Mason City (Iowa), 23 March 1940. An article three days earlier in the 
same newspaper reported that “Nick Juhl, trucker living ½ miles east of [Northwood, Iowa] was killed instantly 
near here Tuesday night when he was hit by a car driven by Mildred Ellingson, 17, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Bensord Ellingson of Carpenter. Juhl was walking east on Highway 105 one mile east of here with his back to the 
car when the accident happened. The driver of the car said she did not see him in time to avoid the accident. The 
trucker suffered a broken neck. No inquest will be held.” 

NICK’S YOUNGER BROTHER: Globe-Gazette, Mason City (Iowa), 1 January 1955.  

IVAN GEORGE HUGHES: Information about the boy’s 1930 location was taken from the Federal census. The 
following outline delineates related information, chronologically: 

• 21 January 1925 – Ivan George Hughes born in Madrid, Boone County, Iowa 

• 26 January 1926 – Bernard Lawrence Hughes born in Garden Township, Boone County, Iowa 

• 13 October 1927 – Paul Edward Hughes born in Garden Township, Boone County, Iowa 

• June 1929 – Beverly [middle name unknown] Hughes born in Garden Township, Boone County, Iowa 

• 9 December 1929 – Benjamin Alfred True married Della Ann [Moorehead] Hughes in Albert Lea, Freeborn County, 
Minnesota 

• 4 May 1932- Virgil Benjamin True born near Clear Lake, Cerro Gordo County, Iowa 

• [dates unknown] 1934 – Merle Alfred True born in Clear Lake, Cerro Gordo County, Iowa 

• 24 September 1936 – Ardith Margaret True born in Albert Lea, Freeborn County, Minnesota 

Census records show that in 1940 Ivan still resided with his grandmother Nora (Sapp) Hughes—born 1875 in 
Boone County, Iowa; buried in Ft. Myers, Florida in 1968; her husband had been “James.” Florida’s 1945 state 
census indicated that half a decade later Ivan was living with his father in Palm Beach County, but showed him as 
being in the US Army. His siblings, Beverly and Bernard, also were living with their father at that time. 

ONE MEDICAL AUTHORITY: NHS Direct Wales Encyclopaedia, s.v. “Peritonitis,” last modified December 31, 
2013, http://www.nhsdirect.wales.nhs.uk/encyclopaedia/p/article/peritonitis/. 

 “SUCCUMBING:” The Encarta Dictionary gives two meanings for the verb “to succumb:” 1.) to let someone or 
something control you; to lose your ability to fight against someone or something, and to allow them to control or 
persuade you, and 2.) become very sick or die from disease. 

ACCORDING TO ONE SOURCE: Evening Tribune, Albert Lea, Minnesota, 6 March 1943. 

$12 A MONTH RENT: 1940 Federal Census - Albert Lea, Freeborn, MN; the value of twelve 1943 dollars in 2014 
dollars is $164.38, according to the Inflation Calculator at http://www.davemanuel.com/inflation-calculator.php. 

SHERIFF HJALMAR WULFF: According to Andrea Wulff “My grandfather was Hjalmer B. Wulff - the sheriff at the 
time of these murders - who made the arrest. The woman was sent to Shakopee prison. The story made national 
news at the time. My aunt told me that my grandfather was very affected by this tragic situation.” Comment on 
Message Boards, “Murder of True Children 1942-43 by mother Della Ann True,” ancestry.com, posted on 10 
February 2011, 4:54 PM GMT, 
http://boards.ancestry.com/thread.aspx?mv=flat&m=591&p=localities.northam.usa.states.minnesota.counties.fre
eborn 

PICK UP THE PIECES: A full transcript of the inquisition follows: 

Coroner Kuchera ordered a coroner’s inquest this morning at Bonnerup’s Funeral Home and County Attorney Sturtz took the 
testimony. It took but a short while before the jury retired to bring in the following verdict: 

State of Minnesota, County of Freeborn 

An inquisition taken at the city of Albert Lea, in the county of Freeborn and state of Minnesota on the 3rd and 6th days of 
March A.D. 1943, before Louis H. Kuchera, coroner of said Freeborn County, Minnesota, upon view of the body of Merle True 
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lying there dead by the oaths of the jurors whose names are hereunto subscribed, who being sworn to inquire on behalf of the 
state of Minnesota when, how, and by what means the said Merle True came to his death, upon their oath do say: 

Said Merle True came to his death at his home at Newton Ave. South, Albert Lea, Minnesota between the hour of midnight 
and 8:00 o’clock a.m. on March 3rd, 1943. His death was caused from poison administered to him by the mouth by one, Della 
True, mother of said Merle True, which poison was administered between the hour of 11:00 o’clock p.m., and midnight on 
March 2nd, 1943; we further find that the organs, including the stomach of said Merle True, contained residue of such poison in 
sufficient quantity to produce death. 

We further find evidence that said Della True premeditatedly and with intent to kill administered such poison to said Merle 
True. 

In testimony whereof the said Coroner and Jurors duly called and sworn herein have hereunto set their hands this 6th day of 
March, 1943. 

    LOUIS H. KUCHERA, 

    Coroner, Freeborn County, Minn. 

    M.G. Alm. 
    Carl A. Lageson. 
    E.A. Campion. 
    C.M. Alm. 
    Einor N. Gulbrandson. 
    Fred A. Kapple. 

NOTES: Coroner Kuchera ordered an autopsy taken last Thursday. Specimens from the stomach were sent to the 
University for analysis. Today the report from the University stated that death had resulted from strychnine poisoning. 

County Attorney Sturtz stated today that the acts were premeditated and that she will be charged with murder in the 
first degree; that Mrs. True had told him that she had planned the killing of Merle for more than two months, but just 
couldn’t make up her mind to do the deed until last Tuesday. 

Mr. Sturtz says that he has received an order from Judge N.E. Peterson of the district court to exhume the body of 
Ardith. An autopsy will then be performed to see what drug was used to cause her death. 

Mr. Sturtz says that it will be necessary to call a special grand jury for this murder case. 

ARDITH’S CORPSE BE EXHUMED: A Mason City Globe-Gazette article published on 8 March 1943 confirmed that 
an order had been given to “Exhume Body of Girl, 6, in Probe of Albert Lea Mother’s Story: Authorities Monday exhumed 

the body of 6 year old Ardith True to confirm a widowed mother’s confession that she poisoned the girl and a 9 year old son. 
The boy died last week. The girl died last October of what appeared to be natural causes. Mrs. Della True, 34, confessed she 
killed the children by poisoning their milk because their “extreme poverty” and because they were taunted by schoolmates 
about their poor clothing. Exhumation of Ardith’s body was ordered by District Judge Norman E. Peterson at the request of 
Sheriff H. H. Huff. A special grand jury will be summoned to hear the charges against Mrs. True.” 

HIS TEXAS FILLY: Lawrence Ivan Hughes married his second wife, Elizabeth Ballou, in 1933 in Brady, 
McCollough, Texas. They had two children, Ann and Larry.  

 

Conclusions Volume I: Deep, Dark Roots 

THE RESULTANT PARODY: J. H. Stevenson, History and Business Directory of Wright County, State of Iowa 
(originally printed in 1870 and reprinted in 1974) 44-52. 

BRIGHT’S DISEASE: Wolf G, “Friedrich Theodor von Frerichs (1819-1885) and Bright’s disease,” American 
journal of nephrology 22, No. 5-6 (2002) 596-602, http://www.karger.com/Article/FullText/65291 and SJ. 
Peitzman, “From dropsy to Bright’s disease to end-stage renal disease,” PubMed.gov 67, No. 1 (1989) 16-32, 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/2682170. 

OVER TWO THOUSAND YEARS: Using the dates given at wikipedia s.v. “Timeline of ancient Rome,” 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_ancient_Rome, starting in 753 BCE with the founding of the Roman 
kingdom and ending in 1453 with the collapse of Constantinople. 
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A MAN NAMED ELIAS ROSS: Information from an email by Tony Luick to the author on 25 June 2014. 

GORDON WEIL: Details confirmed by emails exchanged between Gordon Weil and the author between 30 June 
and 4 July 2014. 

 

VOLUME TWO 

Part IIIb—Children of Pioneers: Louis & Mary Luick family 

MARY: According to http://www.behindthename.com/name/mary, “Mary” is the usual English form of Maria, which 

was the Latin form of the New Testament names Μαριαμ (Mariam) and Μαρια (Maria)- the spellings are interchangeable - 
which were from the Hebrew name ִמְרָים (Miryam). The meaning is not known for certain, but there are several theories 
including “sea of bitterness,” “rebelliousness,” and “wished for child”. However it was most likely originally an Egyptian name, 
perhaps derived in part from mry “beloved” or mr “love”. This is the name of several New Testament characters, most 
importantly Mary the virgin mother of Jesus, and Mary Magdalene. Due to the Virgin Mary this name has been very popular in 
the Christian world, though at certain times in some cultures it has been considered too holy for everyday use. In England it has 
been used since the 12th century, and it has been among the most common feminine names since the 16th century. The 
Latinized form Maria is also used in English as well as in several other languages. 

LOUIS: According to a compilation of two related web pages at http://www.behindthename.com/name/louis, 
“Louis” is the French form of Ludovicus, the Latinized form of Ludwig, from the Germanic name Chlodovech which meant 
“famous warrior,” composed of the elements hlud “fame” and wig “warrior.” This was the name of three Merovingian kings of 
the Franks (though their names are usually spelled in the Latinized form Clovis) as well as several Carolingian kings and Holy 
Roman Emperors—names often spelled in the French form Louis, the name of 18 kings of France, starting with Louis I the son 
of Charlemagne, and including Louis IX (Saint Louis) who led two crusades and Louis XIV (the ‘Sun King’) who was the ruler of 
France during the height of its power, the builder of the Palace of Versailles, and the longest reigning monarch in the history of 
Europe. Apart from among royalty, this name was only moderately popular in France during the Middle Ages. After the French 
Revolution, when Louis XVI was guillotined, it became less common. The Normans brought the name to England, where it was 
usually spelled Lewis, though the spelling Louis has been more common in America. Famous bearers include French scientist 
Louis Pasteur (1822-1895), Métis leader Louis Riel (1844-1885), who led a rebellion against Canada, and Scottish author Robert 
Louis Stevenson (1850-1894), who wrote ‘Treasure Island’ and ‘Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde’. Famous bearers of the German form of 
the name include the composer Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827) and the Austrian philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-
1951), who contributed to logic and the philosophy of language. 

THAT “BEAUTIFUL MORNING:” This contemporary parody about Henry Luick and Lydia Lathrop Johnson’s 
running away to Missouri appeared in the History and Business Directory of Wright County, State of Iowa, by J. H. 
Stevenson, pages 44 thru 52 (originally printed in 1870 and reprinted in 1974) 

GOTTLOB LUICK: Per Daniel Strohl, “Shades of Gray - 1911 Ann Arbor,” 
http://www.hemmings.com/hcc/stories/2006/10/01/hmn_feature1.html Gottlob also was the vice-president of an 
early Ann Arbor car company. Henry Jr’s half-brother is listed variously as “Gottlieb” or “Gottlob” but they are two 
different names, the first meaning “Love of God,” the latter “Praise to God.” It seems he called himself “Gottlob.” 

OSKALOOSA: “Oskaloosa History,” Iowa Oskaloosa, 
http://www.villageprofile.com/iowa/oskaloosa/03his/main.html. 

DANIEL WAS RAISED A QUAKER: see John Mack Faragher, Daniel Boone: the Life and Legend of an American 
Pioneer, (New York, H.Holt, 1992). 

THE WEBS BETWEEN THOSE OF CONSENTING AGE: “Find a grave,” http://www.findagrave.com. 

NEW ENGLAND ABOLITIONIST JOHN BROWN: Territorial Kansas, s.v. “John Brown, 1800-1859,” 
http://www.territorialkansasonline.org/~imlskto/cgi-bin/index.php?SCREEN=bio_sketches/brown_john and David 
S. Reynolds, John Brown, Abolitionist: The Man Who Killed Slavery, Sparked the Civil War, and Seeded Civil Rights 
(New York, Alfred A. Knopf, Distributed by Random House, 2005) 6. 

UNION PACIFIC: “Ceremony at “Wedding of the Rails,” May 10, 1869 at Promontory Point, Utah,” World Digital 
Library, May 10, 1869, http://www.wdl.org/en/item/11371/ and The Last Spike, a painting by Thomas Hill (San 
Francisco, January, 1881), http://cprr.org/Museum/Last_Spike.html. 
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MELISSA’S 1870 WEALTH: Sums taken from the 1870 census for Wright County, Iowa. According to 
http://www.waynesthisandthat.com/cost.htm “from 1820 to 1920, except for one temporary and brief price 
increase in the 1860s, there was 100 years without inflation” but according to 
http://www.westegg.com/inflation/infl.cgi, $2,800 in 1870 dollars would be worth $50,842.34 in 2013. 

ACCORDING TO ONE FAMILY HISTORIAN: A sample of Richard Rhode’s meticulous work can be seen at 
http://findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=62166616. 

ADAM OVERACKER: According to M. W. Wood, Early Residents of Murray Township, Alameda County, 
California (1883), Adam Overacker’s land-and-stock-swap deal involved a sharp disappointment: Born on 26 May 
1814 in Cuyahoga County, Ohio, he “resided on his father’s farm until he attained the age of sixteen years, when he 
accompanied his parents on their removal to Lodi Plains, Michigan. Here he received his education and resided for fourteen 
years. At this time, Mr. Overacker took unto himself a wife, and transferring his habitation to McHenry County, Illinois, there 
dwelt two years, when he moved to Jones County, Iowa, and engaged in farming at that place for twenty years. In 1854 he 
traded his farm to a Mr. Hollenbeck for sheep in California - what was supposed to be a goodly herd - and forthwith preceded 
to the Pacific Coast to take possession, but found on arrival at Centreville that there were only five hundred head all told. For 
two years our subject was a resident of the Centreville district; he then removed to Murray Township, and in 1866 purchased 
his present property, comprising three hundred and twenty acres, situated one mile east from Livermore, where he engaged in 
general farming. Mr. Overacker has held the office of Secretary of the Board of School Trustees for five years. Married, August 
28, 1836, Miss Phoebe W. Patterson, a native of the State of New York, by whom there has been a family of seven children.” 

CIVIL-WAR-VETERAN BROTHER: Based on citation “Anthony Overacker” at http://findagrave.com/cgi-
bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GSln=overacker&GSfn=anthony&GSbyrel=all&GSdyrel=all&GSob=n&GRid=8117312&df=all&. 

A TURNING POINT: The events of 1880 described in this and the following paragraph are recorded in the 1880 
censuses for the California counties of Kern and Tulare. 

ONE OF LOUIS’ GRANDSONS: This citation refers to information on page 14 of an unbound document as 
received from Gary Luick in April 2014, which reads “Melissa[’s] Probate proceeding supplied by Trisha Patterson 
(North Dakota Luicks) sent to Tony Luick on [or] before Jan. 3, 2007.” 

The rest of the quoted entry maintains that “The paper confirm [sic] that the three boys (Frank, Lewis, and 
Charles) were in Plano in 1883. The paper had [their] signature on some of the documents.” 

THE FIRST RECORDED EUROPEAN PRESENCE: The figure “315 years” is based on Juan Rodríguez Cabrillo 
September 1542 landing in San Diego Bay, as documented at “Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo (?-1543),” San Diego History 
Center, http://www.sandiegohistory.org/online_resources/cabrillo.html.  

CALAVERAS COUNTY: What Spanish explorer Gabriel Moraga actually found at the site he dubbed “Calaveras” 
were the skulls and bones of the native Miwuks, “killed by Spanish soldiers after they banded together to rise 
against Spanish missionaries. The Stanislaus River, which runs through the county, is named for Estanislao, a 
Lakisamni Yokut who escaped from Mission San Jose in the late 1830s [and who] is reported to have raised a small 
group of men with crude weapons, hiding in the foothills when the Spanish attacked. The natives were quickly 
decimated by Spanish gunfire.” The related entry at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calaveras_County,_California 
also notes that the writer “Mark Twain spent many of his writing years in the county, and heard the story that 
became The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County in the Angel Hotel in 1865.” 

THE OLD-ENGLISH TERM: “Toler Family Crest and Name History,” last modified on 17 September 2012, 
http://www.houseofnames.com/toler-family-crest. 

ONE OF SAPHRONIA’S GREAT-GRANDSONS: From an internet posting titled “Toler Fam Arrive Gold Fields Ca 
1850,” posted 9 July 2012 by Guy Morrill who claimed “Safronia Toler Hunt was my Grandmother” at 
http://genforum.genealogy.com/toler/messages/1510.html; self-identified “great-great-grandson of Martha Jane 
Toler” Richard Lewis cited the Tolers’ approximate arrival date in California in a posting on 20 February 1999 at 
http://genforum.genealogy.com/toler/messages/151.html. 

YOUNG MARTHA JANE: Her would-be lover’s forename comes from the Old English name Ælfræd, composed of 
the Germanic linguistic elements ælf “elf” and ræd “counsel”. For more etymological information for these or 
other names consult Behind the Name, an etymology and history of first names, http://www.behindthename.com. 
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POPULATION OF ONLY: In 1846 the population of California consisted of about 6,900 Californios, 700 foreigners 
(mostly Americans) and at least 300,000 Native Americans. In 1847, Yerba Buena was renamed “San Francisco.” By 
the end of the year, the city had 200 buildings and 800 inhabitants. In 1848 the brig Eagle brought the first three 
Chinese workers to San Francisco; see “The Gold Rush” at http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/goldrush/timeline/.  

CAN YOU SHOOT: Alfred Doten, as appeared in the Territorial Enterprise, 28 December 1865, taken from “My 
Adventures in the California Diggings,” LIFE magazine, 27 April 1959, 89-92.  

WOULD-BE LOVER DOTEN: Per “p.doten” at 
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/goldrush/peopleevents/p_doten.html, Doton was a “Barfly: In the long run, 
drinking took over Doten’s life. In Carson City, while reporting on the Nevada legislature for the San Francisco 
Chronicle, he occasionally borrowed small sums from certain senators to buy whiskey. His wife, who lived in Reno, 
sent him money, but asked him not to come home again. Doten spent his last years on a barstool telling stories of 
the early days of the Gold Rush” and died “Alone in a Boarding House: On October 2, 1900, Doten noted in his 
journal, ‘My ‘49 arrival in California anniversary ... 51 years ... Poorer than when I arrived, but richer in Humanity 
and appreciativeness between man and man than ever. Expended about a dollar celebrating the event with other 
old ‘49ers.’ Three years later, Doten died alone in a boarding house in Carson City.” Entries are from The Journals 
of Alfred Doten, 1849 -1903, edited by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, University of Nevada Press, Reno 1973, Volume 1. 

ANNA LEORA LUICK FORRISTAL’S OBITUARY: Belmond Independent, 5 June 1947. 

FREQUENCY OF MOVING ABOUT: In an interview in 1979 Martha “Mattie” Melissa (Luick) Farmer was cited as 
having “once jokingly put it, the family always lived in a house ‘two miles from school,’ thus making for a long, 
every-day walk to country school.” Michael Luick, The Luick Family: Proud Pioneers (printed by North Iowa Area 
Education Agency, Clear Lake, Iowa, 1980). 

FELT BOOT ORCHESTRA: Belmond Independent, 29 August 1946. 

BLEAK AND BRUTAL: On 9 April 2014 Anthony J. Luick sent the author the following email, with the disclaimer 
“Obituary - source & date not known; date of death was 8 January 1910 - Actual Clipping Shortened for Brevity.” 

AT THE CORNER OF 3RD AND MAIN: This citation refers to information on page 97 of an unbound document as 
received from Gary Luick via email attachment in April 2014. 

COZY LITTLE PRAIRIE TOWN: “Belmond, Iowa,” http://www.city-data.com/city/Belmond-Iowa.html and 
“Twister Kills 6 at Belmond,” Cedar Rapids Gazette, October 15, 1966, 1 (available at Newspaperarchive.com) and 
Kayleigh McCullough, “BELMOND TORNADO: Several Buildings Destroyed,” whotv.com, posted 5:55 pm, June 12, 
2013, ://whotv.com/2013/06/12/belmond-tornado-damage-reported/. 

SOUL TENDERS: The author almost used the term “shaman” in this case, which the Encarta on-line dictionary 
defines as “someone who can talk to spirits; in some religions, someone who has the power to talk to spirits and 
cure illnesses” or “a spiritual leader who is believed to have special powers such as prophecy and the ability to 
heal” but decided “soul tenders” might be the most “neutral” choice. 

LEBENSKUENSTLER: bab.la Dictionary, s.v. “lebenskünstler,” http://en.bab.la/dictionary/german-
english/lebenskuenstler. 

THE WORLD’S ENCLYCLOPEDIA: Wikipedia, s.v. “hedonism,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hedonism. 

PLEASURE IS THE HIGHEST GOOD: James Hastings, Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics 6 (Edinburgh, Clark, 
2000). 

EPIC OF GILGAMESH: According to wikipedia, s.v. “Siduri,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siduri, the Sumerian 
alewife “Siduri” was “a wise female divinity associated with fermentation (specifically beer and wine).” 

JOY AND SORROW: C.C.W. Taylor, “Democritus,” in C. Rowe and M. Schofield (eds.), Greek and Roman Political 
Thought (Cambridge, University Press, 2005) 125. 

THE ONLY INTRINSIC GOOD: wikipedia, s.v. “The Cyrenaic School,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hedonism. 

GREEK PHILOSOPHER EPICURUS: wikipedia, s.v. “hedonism,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hedonism. 
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“In the Epicurean view, the highest pleasure (tranquility and freedom from fear) was obtained by knowledge, friendship and 
living a virtuous and temperate life. He lauded the enjoyment of simple pleasures, by which he meant abstaining from bodily 
desires, such as sex and appetites, verging on asceticism. He argued that when eating, one should not eat too richly, for it could 
lead to dissatisfaction later, such as the grim realization that one could not afford such delicacies in the future. Likewise, sex 
could lead to increased lust and dissatisfaction with the sexual partner. Epicurus did not articulate a broad system of social 
ethics that has survived but had a unique version of the Golden Rule. 

“It is impossible to live a pleasant life without living wisely and well and justly (agreeing ‘neither to harm nor be harmed’), 
and it is impossible to live wisely and well and justly without living a pleasant life. 

“Epicureanism was originally a challenge to Platonism, though later it became the main opponent of Stoicism. Epicurus and 
his followers shunned politics. After the death of Epicurus, his school was headed by Hermarchus; later many Epicurean societies 
flourished in the Late Hellenistic era and during the Roman era (such as those in Antiochia, Alexandria, Rhodes and Ercolano). 
The poet Lucretius is its most known Roman proponent. By the end of the Roman Empire, having undergone Christian attack and 
repression, Epicureanism had all but died out, and would be resurrected in the 17th century by the atomist Pierre Gassendi, who 
adapted it to the Christian doctrine.”  

See “Epicurus Principal Doctrines,” tranls. by Robert Drew Hicks (1925), 
http://classics.mit.edu/Epicurus/princdoc.html and Tim O’Keefe, Epicurus on Freedom (Cambridge, University 
Press, 2009). 

THIRD GREAT AWAKENING: I don’t agree with the categories given at wikipedia, s.v. “Great Awakening,” 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Awakening and consider the most recent wave of religious fervor in American 
to be the “third” and not the “fourth” as expounded there. 

WORLD WAS ENOUGH: As I wrote this section, I wondered how faithfully did Louis, Mary & Co. follow the 
pharaohs’ admonitions to “let thy desire flourish” and “follow thy desire, as long as thou shalt live”—even as they 
struggled to not let their “heart[s] flag?” The ancient sages called them to “follow [their] desire and … good [and to 
follow their] needs upon earth, after the command of the heart, until there comes for thee that day of mourning.” 
And, come that day did. When the Angel of Death visited the Luick home in the form of an arbitrary plague and 
swept away “the life of Ethel May… a young lady of bright sunny disposition, kind and obedient [and] ever 
thoughtful of her people,” was it the love of surviving family that kept their hearts from breaking beyond repair? 

TOO FREELY: The radical idea of “total freedom” unsettles many people, as they fear it would mean social 
tumult. For, as the Cārvāka—an Indian hedonist school of thought practiced for almost two millennia—held that 
“the Hindu scriptures are false, the priests are liars, there is no afterlife, and pleasure should be the aim of living.” 
wikipedia, s.v. “Cārvāka,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C%C4%81rv%C4%81ka. 

TALLOW CANDLES: The draft submitted to the newspaper included information not in the final version, 
including the details “Cedar Falls was a four-day trip by team. Belmond was just a few houses grouped together, 
and tallow candles furnished light. Nearly ninety-two years is a long time to live when so much history was in the 
making.” The Gary Luick’s collection included the original, edited draft. 

MODEST, SUSTAINABLE PLEASURE: wikipedia, s.v. “Epicureanism,”  

 

Part IVa—Root-Sinking Settlers: William & Annie Jenison family 

ROADHOUSE UP NORTH: History of Belmond, Iowa 1856-2006 (Belmond, Belmond Historical Society, 2006) 
249. 

CHESTER LUICK’S OBITUARY: Chester P. Luick (son of Frederick W. Luick and Alice Agnes Packard) was born 26 
June 1873 in Belmond, Iowa. He died 3 May 1960 in Belmond. He married (1) Sarah Martha Griesy on 31 July 1918 
in Belmond. She was born 6 March 1881 in Belmond. She died 6 Jun 1935 in Belmond. He married (2) Vida S. 
Robbins; she was born in 1885 in Hancock Co., Iowa. She died 5 August 1952 in Wright County in a motor vehicle 
accident. He married (3) Grace Electa Glidden, born 14 August 1879 and died 22 May 1972 in Franklin Grove 
Cemetery Belmond. Information written in an email on 4 August 2015 by Anthony J. Luick to the author. 

ELIZABETH SHUPE: findagrave.com s.v. “Elizabeth Diefenbach Shupe,” http://findagrave.com/cgi-
bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=72180568. 
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JOHAN GEORG DIEFFENBACH: findagrave.com s.v. “Johann George ‚George’ Dieffabaugh, Sr,” 
http://findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=59963617. 

THE PEQUOTS LOST: William Hubbard, The History of the Indian Wars in New England (Boston, Samuel G. 
Drake, 1845).  

JOHN WINTHROP: wikipedia, s.v. “John Winthrop,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Winthrop. 

GARRISON KEILLOR: Garrison Keillor, “The writer’s almanac,” Garrison Keillor’s professional website, 
http://writersalmanac.publicradio.org. Information deleted from original transcript include: “When the girls were 

pressured to name their tormentors, they blamed Tituba, the Parrises’ Caribbean slave, and two eccentric social outcasts, Sarah 
Good and Sarah Osborne. Paranoia mounted, with more teenage girls suddenly joining the ranks of the afflicted; they were no 
longer expected to be ‘seen and not heard,’ but were now the center of attention, even crying out and disrupting church 
meetings without being punished. They began accusing reputable churchgoers, often people their parents had feuded with for 
years. Alibis were useless because the afflicted girls would say that the accused had sent her specter to torment them, and 
anyone who spoke out against the proceedings soon found the accusing fingers pointing at them.” And: “The first case brought 
before the grand jury was that of Bridget Bishop, a tavern owner, who had attracted negative attention by virtue of the fact 
that she played shuffleboard and dressed in unsuitable clothing. She was found guilty and sentenced to hang on June 10, the 
first of 19 executions that took place over the next four months.” 

THE PREFIX “MR.”: Vinton, John Adams, The Giles memorial: genealogical memoirs of the families bearing the 
names of Giles, Gould, Holmes, Jennison, Leonard, Lindall, Curwen, Marshall, Robinson, Sampson, and Webb, also 
genealogical sketches of the Pool, Very, Tarr and other families, with a history of Pemaquid, ancient and modern, 
some account of early settlements in Maine, and some details of Indian warfare (Boston, 1864) 237. 

THE FOLLOWING INVENTORY: Vinton, John Adams, The Giles Memorial […] (Boston, 1864) 239. Pertaining to 
the sum of dollars quoted: Calculated on 12 June 2015 per http://www.westegg.com/inflation/infl.cgi $1,270 
1864-dollars were worth $18,959.35 in 2014 

TERRY PEPPER: Terry Pepper, “Background,” Terry Pepper’s professional website, 
http://www.terrypepper.com/w&e/background.htm.  

QUAKER-BORN NATIVE: A Quaker-born native of Upstate New York, Benjamin Gue moved to Iowa with a 
brother in 1852. Late in life, over 17 years, he researched and wrote the illustrated History of Iowa m the Earliest 
Times to the Beginning of the Twentieth Century (1903), which he published a year before his death in 1904.  

THE CANAL BOOM: A generation earlier, in the eventful autumn of 1825, the opening of the Erie Canal 
between the capital city of Albany (on the Hudson River’s banks) and the port city of Buffalo (on Lake Erie’s shores) 
had transformed Upstate New York. It also boosted the already swelling fortunes of the bustling-but-budding port 
city of Manhattan, which at the time had only about 150,000 inhabitants—and less ship traffic than smaller, 
Quaker-founded Philadelphia could boast, down the coast. See: George J. Lankevich, American Metropolis: A 
History of New York City (New York, University Press, 1998) 67-68 and David W. Dunlap, „Last Time New York Had 
Just 27 House Seats? The City Was on the Rise,” New York Times, December 1, 2010, 
http://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/12/01/1810-war-clouds-on-horizon-but-limitless-growth-
beyond/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0. 

Pre-historic irrigation canals had led to the establishment of durable civilization in Mesopotamia and the ancient Chinese 
also tapped artificial waterways to move water, people or goods. The Romans built and utilized canals, too; Medieval 
merchants also moved wares via canal. It was industrializing England in the mid-18th-century, however, which developed an 
expertly designed, mechanized canal-boat system into the cutting edge of transportation technology at the time. On the much-
acclaimed Bridgewater Canal in England, for example, a strictly uniformed canal boat could carry thirty tons at a time, pulled by 
merely one horse—greater than ten times the cargo weight a horse could move by cart. Economies of scale meant that the 
price of coal in Manchester fell to little more than a third of its previous price within twelve months of opening the canal—
which was such a financial success that it paid for its construction in just a few years. Cheaper coal and less expensive shipping 
costs fed England’s exploding industrial production. The U.S. transplanted (and, in part, pirated) British canal-building know-
how to North American and achieved similarly spectacular results in the young nation’s Northeast as mechanized canals had 
generated in Mother England.  
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See: “History of the Bridgewater Canal,” Pennine waterways, 
http://www.penninewaterways.co.uk/bridgewater/bri2.htm and ‘Reader’s digest’ library of modern knowledge 
(London, The Association, 1978) 990. 

STILL A SHADE OF SANE: In a quest to understand Cloe’s wild-hare character, I combed the internet for clues 
tucked deep within her biography. I had hoped to find citations about her interests and/or accomplishments, but 
in the 17 December 1981 Christian Science Monitor found more than I’d bargained for, an article detailing Cloe’s 
[in the article erroneously spelled “Chloe”] late-life machinations to donate her farm to the Belmond Arts Council 
as the site of an art museum—Cloe being Cloe, with more than a few strings—as exerpts from that article reveal: 

“Belmond, Iowa; Everything Grows Here - Even Art,” by Maggie Lewis, CSM staff correspondent 

“[T]he idea for some sort of museum had been on Miss Jenison’s mind for years, probably since 1937, when she took her 
mother to New England to visit a lighthouse her ancestors, Lucy and Miles Standish, had built. It was then that her interest 
in history was kindled. And after her parents died, she kept the farm. Though she rents the land out to farmers now, she still 
lives in the farmhouse, surrounded by mementos, stacks of paintings, needlework, and the four orphan cats she brought up 
herself. As she painted her historical works, she began dreaming up the idea of a home for her works, and a keeper for her 
land. 
 “All of which made the town arts council look like the answer to her dilemma. Nobody took Miss Jenison's offer seriously at 
first, but then her lawyer sent them a message that she’d like to get on with it. They gulped and held a feasibility meeting. 
 “‘We’re an organization with a budget of probably $3,000 a year and all of a sudden you’re talking about half a million 
dollars,’ said Schneckloth. 
 “‘We talked about it in our meeting,’ Mrs. Anders said. ‘It all boiled down to the fact that it was a chance to do something 
really great. . . .’ 
 “‘Town our size could never get a chance again,’ said John Schneckloth. 
 “‘And could we pass it up?’ Anders said. 
 “‘Could we say no and live with it the rest of our lives?’ Schneckloth said. 
 “‘And we decided, “Well, we’re going to try.”’ said Anders. And with typical unanimity, they have been. ‘Someone jokingly 
told them they will have to earn the museum. After several tries, Miss Jenison has agreed on an architect’s drawing. Her 
lawyer has drawn up an agreement for her to sign. The arts council feels she will sign it, but in the meantime, she has small 
disagreements, changes her mind, and keeps demanding the council get on with it. But they do keep getting on with it, with 
the moxie they’re famous for. [Belmond Arts Council member and at that time a Belmond Independent news editor] Ann 
Wilson visits Chloe Jenison every couple of weeks, and the rest of the time Miss Jenison calls arts council members daily to 
grill them about how they’re doing. 
 “She took me out to the farm with her one afternoon. It is a pretty piece of land that rises slightly and commands a view of 
the hill near Belmond that was used to scout for Indians. The barn, which Miss Jenison insists must be kept, along with the 
farmhouse, as part of the museum, is over a century old and looks it. Chloe sat in a long dress among her things and talked 
about the doings of her ancestors in a voice filled with childlike wonder. 
 “Her great-grandparents were on their way to Spirit Lake, Iowa, in 1856 when they were spotted from the hill. They stopped 
in Belmond for water and were talked into staying by settlers who needed help holding off Indians. After a balmy fall, they 
lived through the worst winter in Belmond’s history. There have been Jenisons on that 120 acres ever since. Chloe was born 
a half a mile from the farmhouse. She herself has farmed the land, and has at various times raised sheep and hogs. She can 
remember sleeping in the barn at lambing time, huddling under a coat with her white collie dog at her feet. 
 “She remembers hard times in the depression when they burned hay twists for fuel, and even -- when prices plummeted far 
enough -- corn. Even in good times it was hard work. They didn’t have electricity or much farm machinery. She recalled her 
mother ‘milkin’ by lantern and I was a little shaver. I’d start the dinner, and Pa’d have to shovel off 50 bushels of corn in the 
dark.’ To keep the land in the family was a difficult, lifelong job and she’s still proud of her parents. That’s why she wants to 
give the land to someone else who respects it. Like other farmers, she has a possessive feeling about her ‘ground,’ and 
doesn’t want to see it sold or broken up, even though she has no children to give it to. When her parents died, she bought 
off the other heiress, a sister-in-law, because of Chester Luick. He was a town father who is fondly remembered for building 
a modern auditorium for the prodigious high school drama productions and a heated pool to keep kids from swimming in 
the river. He told her, ‘You should keep the land, your father loved it so much. Buy that 40 (acres) south.’ And she managed 
to come up with the money. 
 “‘I had been quite a saver,’ she says. Someone said to her father, ‘That girl of yours beats all. The other girls spend their 
schoolteaching money on hats.’ She presses her lips together as only a schoolteacher can and nods[.]” 

ROGER CLIFTON JENNISON: The author has taken factual details as well as interpretive content for this section 
from the following as well as other sources: wikipedia, s.v. “Roger Clifton Jennison,” 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roger_Clifton_Jennison and “Report on the Fourth International Symposium on Ball 
Lightning,” University of Kent at Canterbury, UK, 25-27 July 1995, organized by R.C. Jennison, 
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http://home.planet.nl/~icblsec/1995.html and Mark Stenhoff, Ball Lightning: An Unsolved Problem in Atmospheric 
Physics (New York, Kluwer Academic / Plenum Publishers, 2002) 113. 

KING’S SCHOOL: “597 AND ALL THAT: “A Brief History of the King’s School, Canterbury,” The King’s School 
Canterbury, http://www.kings-school.co.uk/document_1.aspx?id=1:31887&id=1:31658&id=1:31637. 

GARDEN OF ENGLAND: „Garden of England title defended,”BBC News, last updated on 1 June 2006, 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/england/5037566.stm. Wainwright, Martin, “Kent loses its Garden of 
England title to North Yorkshire,” The Guardian, 1 June 2006, 
http://www.theguardian.com/uk/2006/jun/01/ruralaffairs.travelnews#article_continue. 

OLDEST CHRISTIAN STRUCTURES: “cathedral history,” Canterbury Cathedral, http://www.canterbury-
cathedral.org/conservation/history/ and “Canterbury Cathedral, amongst the oldest Christian sites in England,” 
Catholic Online published on 4 November 2014, http://www.catholic.org/travel/story.php?id=54916 and 
Canterbury Cathedral, One of the Oldest Christian Structures in England, YouTube video, 00:2:25, posted by 
VideoVoyage.TV, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yhDKEYUin2w. 

CATHEDRAL’S BOYS CHOIR: “Canterbury, St Edmund’s Junior School,” Of Choristers – ancient and modern, 
http://www.ofchoristers.net/Chapters/Canterbury.htm. 

SOME 40 SETTLERS: encyclopedia britannica, s.v. “Spirit Lake Massacre,” 
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/560415/Spirit-Lake-Massacre. For further information look at Abbie 
Gardner, History of the Spirit Lake Massacre and Captivity of Miss Abbie Gardner (Des Moines, Iowa Print. Co., 
1885), https://archive.org/details/historyofspiritl00gardrich. 

JOSEPH BUD JENNISON: Biographical and Portrait Album of Hamilton and Wright Counties, Iowa (Chicago, 
Lewis Biographical Publishing Co, 1889). Related entries available at “Hamilton County Index,” Iowa Biographies 
Project, http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~iabiog/hamilton/bhw1889/bhw1889.htm#jindx 

THE JENISON DESCENDANTS: History of Belmond, Iowa 1856-2006 (Belmond, Belmond Historical Society, 2006) 

JAMES ALFRED “ALF” WIGHT: Jim Wight, The Real James Herriot: A Memoir of my Father (New York, Ballantine 
Books, 2000). “James Alfred Wight OBE (James Herriot),” Thirsk & Sowerby North Yorkshire, 
http://www.thirsk.org.uk/james-herriot.php. 

MARKET-SQUARE CLOCK TOWER: “Thirsk Market Place, Yorkshire, England,” Thirsk Tourist Information, 
http://www.visitthirsk.org.uk/pages/webcam.php. 

WALWORTH CASTLE: My original notes for my visit to Walworth Castle are long gone. This summary is a 
compilation of passages and information from wikipedia, s.v. “Walworth Castle,” 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walworth_Castle and “King James VI of Scotland (1567-1625),” Royal family history, 
http://www.britroyals.com/scots.asp?id=james1. A medal apparently belonging to Thomas Jennison, the 16th 
century builder of the castle, was found in 1937 during road-widening work on Newton Lane. It was found under 
the north wall of the castle grounds, and was engraved with an image of a bridge and Thomas Jennison’s name. 

 

Part IVb—Root-Sinking Settlers: Peter & Maren Juhl family 

TINY COASTAL COUNTRY: For more information see Rogeri de Wendover, Chronica sive flores historiarum (4 
volumes, 1841- 42) and John Haywood, Penguin Historical Atlas of the Vikings (London, Penguin Books, 1995) 62. 

AS OF 1536: “Danish colonial empire,” Find the best, http://empires.findthebest.com/l/53/Danish-colonial-
empire and James Stuart Olson and Robert Shadle, Historical Dictionary of European Imperialism (New York, 
Greenwood Press, 1991) and “List of Danish colonial forts and possessions,” colonial voyage, 
http://www.colonialvoyage.com/list-danish-colonial-forts-possessions/#. 

SECOND-LARGEST IN EUROPE: History of Denmark, YouTube video, 00:07:03, posted by “Denmark Video,” 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xc1xZaHcptc and “Napoleonic War: Battle of Copenhagen 1801,” 
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http://www.historyofwar.org/Maps/maps_copenhagen3.html and „The Battle of Copenhagen,” 
BritishBattles.com, http://britishbattles.com/waterloo/battle-copenhagen.htm. 

DANISH CAPITAL: “Brief History about Copenhagen,” Copenhagen Portal, http://www.copenhagenet.dk/CPH-
History.htm and “Guide to the Danish Golden Age,” Golden Days, http://www.guldalder.dk/Index_uk.html. 

PETER: Behind the Name, s.v. “Peter,” http://www.behindthename.com/name/peter. 

LEAVE THEIR HOMELAND: Information taken from History of Denmark, YouTube Video, 00:07:03, posted by 
“Denmark Video” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xc1xZaHcptc. 

ROYAL CHARTERS: Information taken from wikipedia s.v. “East India Company,” 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_India_Company and wikipedia s.v. “Dutch West India Company,” 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dutch_West_India_Company and wikipedia s.v. “General Trade Company,” 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Trade_Company and wikipedia s.v. “Hudson’s Bay Company,” 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hudson’s_Bay_Company. 

Anthony Farrington, Trading Places: The East India Company & Asia (London, The British Library, 2002) and H. 
den Heijer, De geschiedenis van de WIC (Zutphen, Walburg Pers, 2013). 

Ole Marquardt, “Change and Continuity in Denmark’s Greenland Policy,” in The Oldenburg Monarchy: An 
Underestimated Empire? edited by Eva Heinzelmann, Stefanie Robl und Thomas Riis (Kiel, Verlag Ludwig, 2006) 
143-176 and Edwin Ernest Rich, Hudson’s Bay Company, 1670-1870, Vol. 1 (London, Hudson’s Bay Record Society, 
1959) and “Our History: Overview,” Hudson Bay Company, 
http://www.hbcheritage.ca/hbcheritage/history/overview. 

THE FLOW OF BODIES: In telling contrast, as of the end of the 1700s, the same wasn’t true for London’s efforts 
to populate its newly opened territories of Australia and New Zealand. Especially to settle the former, His—later, 
as of Victoria’s assuming the throne at age eighteen, “Her”—Majesty’s government turned to forced emigration in 
an effort to strengthen its hand in the faraway South Pacific: Petty bread-thieves and pickpockets, debtors and 
runaway youth, as well as hardened criminals, found themselves thrown on ships headed for one of the several 
isolated penal colonies that a century or so later would become unified “Australia.” 

DIANNE ZISKIN SIEGEL: Dianne Ziskin Siegel, Why North Dakota: A Personal History of My Family, unpublished 
text, compiled from pages 7, 9 and 10; from version made available to the author in February 2014. Further 
information about Judah Wechsler available at Portrait of Rabbi Judah Wechsler of Mt. Zion Temple by Jewish 
Historical Society of the Upper Midwest, https://www.flickr.com/photos/jhsum-
commons/4418751857/in/photostream/. 

THEODOR HERZL: André Chouraqui, A Man Alone: The Life of Theodor Herzl Jerusalem (Keter Books, 1970). 
Emanuel Neumann, The Birth of Jewish Statesmanship: The Story of Theodor Herzl’s Life (New York, Scopus Pub. 
Co., Inc., [193-?]). Theodor Herzl, The Jewish State (Leipzig, M. Breitenstein’s Verlags-Buchhandlung, 1896). 
Theodor Herzl,The Old New Land (Leipzig, Hermann Seemann Nachfolger, 1902). 

THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE: According to wikipedia, s.v. “Louisiana Purchase,” 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louisiana_Purchase,  

“The Louisiana Purchase (French: Vente de la Louisiane “Sale of Louisiana”) was the acquisition by the United States of 
America in 1803 of 828,000 square miles (2,140,000 km2) of France’s claim to the territory of Louisiana. The U.S. paid 50 million 
francs ($11,250,000) plus cancellation of debts worth 18 million francs ($3,750,000), for a total sum of 15 million dollars (around 
4 cents per acre) for the Louisiana territory ($236 million in 2013 dollars, less than 42 cents per acre). The Louisiana territory 
encompassed all or part of 15 present U.S. states and two Canadian provinces. The land purchased contained all of present-day 
Arkansas, Missouri, Iowa, Oklahoma, Kansas and Nebraska; parts of Minnesota that were west of the Mississippi River; most of 
North Dakota; most of South Dakota; northeastern New Mexico; northern Texas; the portions of Montana, Wyoming, and 
Colorado east of the Continental Divide; Louisiana west of the Mississippi River, including the city of New Orleans; and small 
portions of land that would eventually become part of the Canadian provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan. France controlled 
this vast area from 1699 until 1762, the year it gave the territory to its ally Spain. Under Napoleon Bonaparte, France took back 
the territory in 1800 in the hope of building an empire in North America. A slave revolt in Haiti and an impending war with 
Britain, however, led France to abandon these plans and sell the entire territory to the United States, which had originally 
intended only to seek the purchase of New Orleans and its adjacent lands. The purchase of the territory of Louisiana took place 
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during the presidency of Thomas Jefferson. At the time, the purchase faced domestic opposition because it was thought to be 
unconstitutional. Although he agreed that the U.S. Constitution did not contain provisions for acquiring territory, Jefferson 
decided to go ahead with the purchase anyway in order to remove France’s presence in the region and to protect both U.S. 
trade access to the port of New Orleans and free passage on the Mississippi River.” 

FIFTY-FOUR FORTY OR FIGHT: For information see Eugene H. Rosenboom, A History of Presidential Elections: 
From George Washington to Richard M. Nixon, third edition (New York, Macmillan, 1970). David M. Pletcher, The 
Diplomacy of Annexation: Texas, Oregon, and the Mexican War (Columbia, University of Missouri Press, 1973) 223. 

HOMESTEAD ACT OF 1862: wikipedia, s.v. “Homestead Acts,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homestead_Acts 
“The Homestead Acts were several United States federal laws that gave an applicant ownership of land, typically called a 
‘homestead’, at little or no cost. In the United States, this originally consisted of grants totaling 160 acres (65 hectares, or one-
quarter section) of unappropriated federal land within the boundaries of the public land states. An extension of the Homestead 
Principle in law, the United States Homestead Acts were initially proposed as an expression of the ‘Free Soil’ policy of 
Northerners who wanted individual farmers to own and operate their own farms, as opposed to Southern slave-owners who 
could use groups of slaves to economic advantage. The first of the acts, the Homestead Act of 1862, was signed into law by 
President Abraham Lincoln on May 20, 1862. Anyone who had never taken up arms against the U.S. government (including 
freed slaves and women), was 21 years or older, or the head of a family, could file an application to claim a federal land grant. 
There was also a residency requirement. The first Homestead Act had originally been proposed by northern Republicans before 
the Civil War, but had been blocked in Congress by southern Democrats who wanted western lands open for settlement by 
slave-owners. The Homestead Act of 1860 did pass in Congress, but it was stopped by President James Buchanan with a 
presidential veto. After the Southern states seceded from the Union in 1861 and their representatives left Congress, the 
Republican Congress passed the long-delayed bill. It was signed into law by President Abraham Lincoln on May 20, 1862. Daniel 
Freeman became the first person to file a claim under the new act. Between 1862 and 1934, the federal government granted 1.6 
million homesteads and distributed 270,000,000 acres (420,000 sq mi) of federal land for private ownership. This was a total of 
10% of all land in the United States. Homesteading was discontinued in 1976, except in Alaska, where it continued until 1986. 
About 40 percent of the applicants who started the process were able to complete it and obtain title to their homesteaded land. 

“The ‘yeoman farmer’ ideal of Jeffersonian democracy was still a powerful influence in American politics during the 1840-
1850s, with many politicians believing a homestead act would help increase the number of ‘virtuous yeomen’. The Free Soil 
Party of 1848-52, and the new Republican Party after 1854, demanded that the new lands opening up in the west be made 
available to independent farmers, rather than wealthy planters who would develop it with the use of slaves forcing the yeomen 
farmers onto marginal lands. Southern Democrats had continually fought (and defeated) previous homestead law proposals, as 
they feared free land would attract European immigrants and poor Southern whites to the west. After the South seceded and 
their delegates left Congress in 1861, the Republicans and other supporters from the upper South passed a homestead act. The 
intent of the first Homestead Act, passed in 1862, was to liberalize the homesteading requirements of the Preemption Act of 
1841. Its leading advocates were Andrew Johnson, George Henry Evans and Horace Greeley. The law (and those following it) 
required a three step procedure: file an application, improve the land, and file for deed of title. Anyone who had never taken up 
arms against the U.S. government (including freed slaves) and was at least 21 years old or the head of a household, could file an 
application to claim a federal land grant. The occupant had to reside on the land for five years, and show evidence of having 
made improvements.  

ADDITIONAL INFO: “Daniel Freeman (26 April 1826-30 December 1908) was an American physician and Civil War veteran. 
He was recognized as the first person to file a claim under the Homestead Act of 1862. Freeman was also the plaintiff in a 
landmark separation of church and state decision. Freeman was born in Preble County, Ohio, but was raised in Genesee County, 
New York, and Knox County, Illinois. While a young man, his family moved frequently, living in Iowa and Illinois and settling in 
Beatrice, Nebraska Territory. He was a graduate of a medical institute in Cincinnati, Ohio; and practiced medicine in Ottawa, 
Illinois. He enlisted in the 17th Illinois Volunteer Infantry Regiment during the Civil War. On May 20, 1862, President Abraham 
Lincoln signed the Homestead Act. This gave adults 160 acres (0.65 km2) of land if they filed paperwork and paid a small fee. 
The homesteader was required to build a 12x14 dwelling and farm the land or plant trees. Osage Orange trees became very 
popular. Some homesteaders noted that the government did not mention that the dwelling had to be 12x14 feet. It was 
reported that some built a 12x14 inch ‘dwelling’ to fulfill this requirement. Although the land was cheap or free, many 
homesteaders did not last five years due to the blizzards, drought, grasshoppers, disease, and loneliness on the open prairies.[2] 
1 January 1863, was the day the Homestead Act went into effect. Freeman was supposedly a scouter for the Union Army and 
told someone that he was leaving for St. Louis the morning of 1 January 1863, for military duty. Freeman convinced someone to 
open the land office just after midnight so he could be the first person to file his claim. Some dispute whether Freeman’s story of 
having to go to St. Louis was true or whether he just wanted to be the first to file under this act. When five years was up, the 
homesteader had to have two or three witnesses sign a document called ‘Proof Required Under Homestead Acts 20 May 1862’. 
Daniel Freeman had his neighbors, Joseph Graff and Samuel Kilpatrick, sign this first document. Freeman married Elizabeth 
Wilber, who may have died in 1861, though some sources indicate that they divorced. They had three children. Daniel Freeman 
proposed marriage–by mail–to Agnes Suiter of LeClaire, Iowa, and married her on 8 February 1865, in her parents’ home. Agnes 
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had been his brother’s fiancée until his brother was killed in the Civil War. Daniel and Agnes had eight children, seven of whom 
survived to adulthood. Agnes lived on the Beatrice, Nebraska, homestead until her death in 1931. In addition to homesteading 
his claim, Freeman also worked as a physician, and served as county coroner and county sheriff. During the period in which the 
Freemans lived on the homestead, several structures were built, including a log cabin, a brick house and several frame houses. 
None of these structures survives today. In 1936, the Freeman homestead was recognized by Congress as the first homestead in 
the country and designated as Homestead National Monument of America. It is now maintained by the National Park Service. 
Freeman was also the plaintiff in Daniel Freeman v. John Scheve, et al., a landmark case concerning the separation of church 
and state. In 1899, Edith Beecher, the teacher at the nearby Freeman School, was giving religious instruction, including reading 
passages from the Bible, offering prayers, and leading hymns. (It is not known if this school was named after Daniel Freeman or 
for Thomas Freeman, an unrelated brick maker and president of the local school board.) Freeman requested that Beecher stop, 
and she refused, claiming that she had permission from the school board. Freeman then took his complaint to the school board, 
which backed Beecher. Freeman then filed suit in Gage County District Court, which found in favor of the school board. Freeman 
appealed, finally going to the Nebraska Supreme Court, which found that the actions of Beecher and the school board were 
unconstitutional under the Nebraska Constitution provisions concerning the separation of church and state. The Freeman 
school, a one-room brick and wood school house, continued to be used until 1967. It has been renovated and is open to the 
public. It is located about a quarter of a mile from the national monument.” 

MASSACRE OF WOUNDED KNEE: “Wounded Knee,” National Historic Landmarks Program, 
http://tps.cr.nps.gov/nhl/detail.cfm?ResourceId=540&ResourceType=Site and “Wounded Knee,” 
http://www.lastoftheindependents.com/wounded.htm and “Wounded Knee,” The Museum, 
http://www.woundedkneemuseum.org and Dee Brown, Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee (New York, Holt, 
Rinehart & Winston, 1970) and William S.E. Coleman, Voices of Wounded Knee (Lincoln, University of Nebraska 
Press, 2000). 

WHITE MAN’S BURDEN: Rudyard Kipling, “The White Man’s Burden,” (poem, 1899), Modern History 
Sourcebook by Fordham University - The Jesuit University of New York, 
http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/mod/kipling.asp.  

Take up the White Man’s burden, Send forth the best ye breed 
 Go bind your sons to exile, to serve your captives’ need; 
To wait in heavy harness, On fluttered folk and wild— 
 Your new-caught, sullen peoples, Half-devil and half-child. 

Take up the White Man’s burden, In patience to abide, 
 To veil the threat of terror And check the show of pride; 
By open speech and simple, An hundred times made plain 
 To seek another’s profit, And work another’s gain. 

Take up the White Man’s burden, The savage wars of peace— 
 Fill full the mouth of Famine And bid the sickness cease; 
And when your goal is nearest The end for others sought, 
 Watch sloth and heathen Folly Bring all your hopes to nought. 

Take up the White Man’s burden, No tawdry rule of kings, 
 But toil of serf and sweeper, The tale of common things. 
The ports ye shall not enter, The roads ye shall not tread, 
 Go mark them with your living, And mark them with your dead. 

Take up the White Man’s burden And reap his old reward: 
 The blame of those ye better, The hate of those ye guard— 
The cry of hosts ye humour (Ah, slowly!) toward the light:— 
 “Why brought he us from bondage, Our loved Egyptian night?” 

Take up the White Man’s burden, Ye dare not stoop to less— 
 Nor call too loud on Freedom To cloke your weariness; 
By all ye cry or whisper, By all ye leave or do, 
 The silent, sullen peoples Shall weigh your gods and you. 

Take up the White Man’s burden, Have done with childish days— 
 The lightly proferred laurel, The easy, ungrudged praise. 
Comes now, to search your manhood, through all the thankless years 
 Cold, edged with dear-bought wisdom, The judgment of your peers! 
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AN ESTIMATED 750: Laban Records, Cherokee Outlet Cowboy: Recollections of Laban S. Records (Norman, 
University of Oklahoma Press, 1995); Emma I. Hanson, Memory and Vision: Arts, Cultures, and Lives of Plains Indian 
People (Cody, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, 2007) 211; and Pekka Hämäläinen, The Comanche Empire, (Yale 
University Press, 2008) 294-299, 313. 

AN UNAVOIDABLE FATE: Although later challenged as embellished by a sympathizing American, an alleged 
address by Chief Seattle still inspires: “When the green hills are covered with talking wires and the wolves no 
longer sing, what good will the money you paid for our land be then? […] My people are few. They resemble the 
scattering trees of a storm-swept plain. […] There was a time when our people covered the land as the waves of a 
wind-ruffled sea covers its shell-paved floor, but that time long since passed away with the greatness of tribes that 
are now but a mournful memory.” See “Chief Seattle Quotes,” goodreads.com, 
https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/331799.Chief_Seattle. 

CHIEF JOSEPH: “Chief Joseph Quotes,” brainyquote.com, 
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/c/chief_joseph.html. 

DANNEBROG: Hans Chr. Bjerg, Dannebrog - historien om et kristent og nationalt symbol, (Højbjerg, Hovedland, 
2006). “Danish King’s Garden,” tourism.tallinn, 
http://www.tourism.tallinn.ee/fpage/explore/attractions/old_town/newwin-place/print/id-174827. 

LIVES THAT ONCE WERE: Also in Hall County, Russian arrivals ordained the site of their American dreams 
“Odessa.” Elsewhere in the Upper Midwest, other ethnic groups planted anew a host of Old-World homes: Berlin 
and Germania (changed during the First World War, respectively, to “Lincoln” and “Lakota”), Hamburg, London, 
Paris and Rome in Iowa; and, in Minnesota to the north, Caledonia, Cologne, Danube, Dundee, Flensburg, Geneva, 
Ghent, Glarus, Flensburg, Heidelberg, Milan, Munich, Prague, Scandia, Trier, Uppsala and Warsaw. A sample of 
place names imported to Wisconsin from Europe include: Amberg, Argyle, Arlington, Avon, Belgium, Bergen, Bern, 
Brighton, Bristol, Brussels, Cadiz, Chelsea, Christiana, Clyde, Cumberland, Darlington, Denmark, Dunkirk—to cite 
but a few examples, taken from just the first four letters of the alphabet! 

DANISH “FOLK SCHOOLS”: “A brief history of the folk high school, hojskolerne,” 
http://danishfolkhighschools.com/about/history. “And the Sun Rises with the Farmer. The Philosophical History of 
the Nordic Folkhighschool,” Folk Education Association of America, http://www.peopleseducation.org/resource-
center/and-the-sun-rises-with-the-farmer/ 

THE COOPERATIVE MOVEMENT: Steen Busck and Henning Poulsen, Danmarks historie - i grundtræk, (Aarhus, 
Universitetsforlag, 2002). Wikipedia, s.v. „ Danish cooperative movement,” 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Danish_cooperative_movement. “History of the Cooperative Movement,” 
peoplesbookscoop.org, http://www.peoplesbookscoop.org/?page_id=121.  

According to http://www.umanitoba.ca/afs/agric_economics/ardi/history.html  

“In North America, clearing land in preparation for the planting of crops, threshing bees, and barn raisings all required 
cooperative efforts. In the United States, the first formal cooperative business is assumed to have been established in 1752, 
almost a quarter-century before the Declaration of Independence was signed. This cooperative, a mutual insurance company 
called the Philadelphia Contributionship for the Insurance of Houses from Loss by Fire, was organized by Benjamin Franklin and 
others, and it is still in operation[.] The first formal farmer cooperative to form in the United States occurred in 1810. However, 
agricultural cooperatives were not really perceived as a viable business organizational structure until after the Civil War. Several 
farm organizations helped to promote cooperative development. The Grange, a farmer organization established to improve the 
economic and social position of the nation’s farm population (National Grange), began to engage in cooperative marketing and 
purchasing. In 1875 it adopted the Rochdale system in carrying out its cooperative activities. Other farm organizations, including 
the Farmers Alliance and the Farmers Educational and Cooperative Union of America (known as the National Farmers Union), 
also began to promote cooperative development. Farmers not affiliated with any farm organization also began to establish 
cooperatives. By 1900, at least 1,223 cooperatives were active in the United States. By the early 1900s the United States 
government began to pass laws that provided a favorable environment for cooperative development. A commission established 
in 1908 by President Roosevelt noted that the country lacked adequate credit for the agriculture sector, and their findings 
helped lead to the passing of the Federal Farm Loan Act in 1916, legislation that led to the creation of the Farm Credit System. 
The Capper-Volstead Act of 1922 was crucial for agricultural marketing cooperatives, as it provided limited antitrust immunity 
for farmers and ranchers who join together in cooperative marketing associations. Government encouragement for agricultural 
cooperatives was highest during the 1920s and 1930s. Most state legislatures established agricultural cooperative acts during 

http://www.umanitoba.ca/afs/agric_economics/ardi/history.html
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this time. America’s agricultural sector went through a difficult period as prices collapsed after World War I ended. As part of 
the response to the adverse economic conditions, Presidents Harding, Coolidge and Hoover all strongly endorsed the use of 
agricultural cooperatives. The Agricultural Marketing Act of 1929, which included the establishment of a fund for cooperative 
loans, also helped to strengthen the cooperative movement. According to the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), 
the largest number of agricultural cooperatives occurred during 1929-30. At that time, the USDA recorded 12,000 farmer 
cooperatives. Although the number of agricultural cooperatives has been decreasing since then, total business volume has been 
rising. In its 1997 survey, the USDA reported that 3,791 farmer cooperatives generated a net business volume of $106 billion, 
equal to the record high set in the previous year. The net income was near the record high of $2.36 billion reported in 1995. The 
number of farmer cooperatives has decreased through various activities including dissolution, mergers or consolidations, and 
acquisitions as cooperatives, like other businesses, adjust to a changing economic environment.” 

GRANGER: “Granger movement,” infoplease.com, http://www.infoplease.com/encyclopedia/history/granger-
movement.html  

DANISH ROOTS IN IOWA ENCLAVES: John H. Bille, A history of the Danes in America, (San Francisco, R and E 
Research Associates, 1971) and John Mark Nielsen and Peter L. Petersen, “Danish Americans, Countries and their 
Culture,” http://www.everyculture.com/multi/Bu-Dr/Danish-Americans.html. For further references see at 
wikipedia s.v. “Danish American,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Danish_American. 

DANISH-AMERICAN HISTORIANS: The statistics come from http://www.danishmuseum.org/danishimmigration-
an-overview.cfm while wikipedia, s.v. “Danish American,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Danish_American offers 
exact details: “Among them were Hans Christian Febiger (1749-1796), one of George Washington’s most trusted 
officers during the American Revolution; Charles Zanco (1808-1836), who died at the Alamo in March 1836 in the 
struggle for Texan independence; and Peter Lassen (1800-1859), a blacksmith from Copenhagen who led a group 
of adventurers from Missouri to California in 1839. The trail established by Lassen was followed by ‘forty-niners’ 
during the California Gold Rush. Lassen is considered one of the most important early settlers of California.” 

AMERICAN AGRICULTURE: “Timeline of Farming in the U.S. 1850-1933,” American Experience, pbs.org, 
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/trouble/timeline/index.html. 

DANISH WORD FOR MID-WINTER: wikipedia, s.v. “Juhl,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Juhl. 

MRS. PETER JUHL: With the headline “DEATH OF MRS. JUHL – Passed Away Thursday, Dec. 6, After Lingering 
Illness - Funeral Held Sunday, at Lutheran Church” published in Mirror Reporter, Clear Lake, Iowa, December 1923. 

TELLS A DIFFERENT STORY: “Sheranne (Luick) Joyns” ended her email from 20 April 2014 about Juhl-family 
reunions with “I was married to a man that was unfaithful to me and it takes a lot of time and thoughts to forgive, 
but I did also! Even though we are not together and haven’t been for thirty some years, he is still my kids’ dad!” 

SOME OLD COURT FILES: Bob Link, “Former sheriff dies in Arizona,” the Globe-Gazette, 3 April 2006, 
http://globegazette.com/news/local/former-sheriff-dies-in-arizona/article_6c95d2b7-8bfe-5172-a8b3-
26d077cff74c.html. 

DANISH ARISTOCRAT-CUM-WRITER: Judith Thurman, Isak Dinesen. The Life of a Storyteller (New York, St. 
Martin’s Press, 1983) and “Karen Blixen - Isak Dinesen Information Site,” http://www.karenblixen.com and Karen 
Blixen Museum, http://www.museums.or.ke/content/view/28/10/. 

 

Part IVc—Root-Sinking Settlers: George & Lottie Moorehead family 

VILLAGE OF CHERRY VALLEY: “Cherry Valley History,” Cherry Valley Historcial Society, 
http://www.cherryvalley.lib.il.us/cvhistory/historicalsocietycvhistory.html. 

http://www.cherryvalley.lib.il.us/cvhistory/historicalsocietycvhistory.html 

HORACE GREELEY: “timeline,” Smithsonian Institution, http://www.civilwar.si.edu/timeline_1862.html. 
Greeley’s “prayer” and Lincoln’s response can both be read, in-full, at 
http://history.jburroughs.org/cfront/us11/readings_us11/LincolnGreeley.pdf. 
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OVER A MILLION: Christine Kinealy, This Great Calamity: The Irish famine, 1845-52 (Dublin, Gill & Macmillan, 
1994) and Edward Laxton, The Famine Ships (London, Bloomsbury, 1996). 

HUNDRED LARGEST URBAN AREAS: U.S. Bureau of the Census, “Table 10. Population of the 100 Largest Urban 
Places: 1870,” http://www.census.gov/population/www/documentation/twps0027/tab10.txt. 

LEFT A CRATER: Brian Vastag, “Crater found in Iowa points to asteroid break-up 470 million years ago,” 
published 18 February 2013, http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/crater-found-in-iowa-
points-to-asteroid-break-up-470-million-years-ago/2013/02/18/545131f8-76d5-11e2-aa12-
e6cf1d31106b_story.html. 

LUTHER COLLEGE: “History,” Luther College, http://www.luther.edu/about/history/. 

RASMUS ANDERSON: Per the Luther College archives website “Luther College Moment in History #47,” 
https://www.luther.edu/archives/spotlightarchives/?story_id=470255,  

“Rasmus Anderson was one of Luther College’s more infamous students. […] After being caught and refusing to apologize or 
redact any of his statements [calling for reform, he] was expelled from Luther College and was forced to immediately leave 
campus. [He] finished his education elsewhere and became a professor of at the University of Wisconsin-Madison [1869-83]. He 
founded a publications company and translated a number of books from Norwegian to English. He also founded Leif Erikson Day 
and is credited with helping popularize the idea that Columbus did not find the New World, but that the Vikings did.” Elsewhere, 
a Google Books biography about him notes “Between 1885 and 1889, he served as U.S. minister to Denmark. He eventually 
prospered as president of the Wisconsin Life Insurance Co., from 1895-1922[.] He is remembered for his studies, translations, 
and retellings of Norse mythology.” 

LAURA INGALLS WILDER: For further information, see wikipedia s.v. “Laura Ingalls,” 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caroline_Ingalls and “Take a Tour,” Laura Ingalls Wilder Park & Museum, 
http://www.lauraingallswilder.us/museum-tour-2/. 

A PUBLISHED WRITER: Laura Ingalls Wilder opened her second book, about her family’s experiences in Indian 
Territory (today’s Oklahoma), on a reflective note: “A long time ago, when all the grandfathers and grandmothers 
of today were little boys and little girls or very small babies, or perhaps not even born, Pa and Ma and Mary and 
Laura and Baby Carried left their little house in the Big Woods of Wisconsin.” 

NOTED A CENTURY AFTER: Uncited author, Centennial Spencer, Iowa, 1871–1971 (self-printed and unbound, 
1971) p. 11. 

CLAY COUNTY HISTORIAN: “Spencer Centennial Book (1874-1974), “Genealogy Trails History Group, 
transcribed by Marla Zwakman, http://genealogytrails.com/wis/marathon/history/spencer/22.htm 

HEAVILY STRUCK KANSAS: kansapedia s.v. “Grasshopper Plague of 1874,” Kansas Historical Society, 
http://www.kshs.org/kansapedia/grasshopper-plague-of-1874/12070. 

RESULTANT DESOLATION: Brianna Laubach, “Grasshopper infestation of the 1870s and 80s,” 
iowapastpresentfuture (blog), http://iowapastpresentfuture.wordpress.com/2012/10/29/grasshopper-infestation-
of-the-1870s-and-80s/. 

EDITION OF THE MONTHLY MAGAZINE: For more information, see wikipedia s.v. “The World’s Work,” 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_World’s_Work and wikipedia s.v. “Walter Hines Page,” 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Hines_Page. The edited anecdotal examples given in the article for why there 
was a need for the Farmers Cooperative follow:  

“When I first went to Rockwell the enterprise appeared on its face merely a trust in miniature. But I found that these Iowa 
farmers court competition, welcome rivalry, invite healthy opposition. The point is well illustrated by the following incident: 

“It was discovered by the grain-dealers that these farmers were paying more through their agent for grain than the grain-
dealers thought ought to be paid. The farmers were remonstrated with. The farmers responded that they were satisfied that 
they had been receiving too little for their grain; hence they had raised the price. The grain-dealers, unable to bring the farmers 
to terms, then threatened to put an agent in town to outbid them. They threatened also to sell farmers’ supplies below the 
farmer company’s price and to put up an elevator opposite the farmers’ elevator and pay fifty cents for corn when the farmers 
could pay only forty-five. 
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“To all of this the farmers replied: ‘Come right along; what we want is competition. We are paying more for produce now 
than is being paid in any other town in the State. We are selling to ourselves at lower rates than those of any other dealer in the 
State. If you can come in and pay us more than we can afford to pay, and sell to us lower than we can sell, we - which means the 
farmers - will gain both ways. If you establish a grain elevator opposite our own and pay more than we do, we will all go there 
and sell to you.’ 

“The grain-dealers returned to the attack with a threat to influence the railroad company to stop shipping the produce and 
supplies of the farmers. But the farmers had a large amount of raw material which the railroad company wanted to ship, and 
they bought large quantities of goods. This made them desirable customers of the railroad. Moreover the railroad was a 
common carrier and could be compelled to haul. The farmers’ position was impregnable. Then an association of dealers in 
agricultural implements said to the manager: ‘We understand that you are selling to your members at wholesale rates. You 
must stop it. Your farmers must buy their machinery of the retailers to whom we sell. We won’t sell any more at wholesale.’ 
Whereupon the farmers rejoined that if they could not compel a dealer to sell needful articles to them they would buy in the 
open market in other parts of the country; and that failing in this, they would manufacture implements and machinery for 
themselves. Again they won.” 

About the publisher: Walter Hines Page (15 August 1855–21 December 1918) was an American journalist, publisher and 
diplomat. He was the United States ambassador to the United Kingdom during World War I. He founded the State Chronicle 
newspaper in Raleigh, North Carolina, and worked with other leaders to gain legislative approval for what is now known as 
North Carolina State University, established as a land-grant college in 1885. He worked on several newspapers, including the 
New York World and Evening Post. He was the editor of the Atlantic Monthly for several years and also literary adviser to 
Houghton Mifflin. For more than a decade as of 1900, he was a partner of Doubleday Page & Company, a major book publisher. 

NATURE HELD SUPREME SWAY: Elizabeth Lieuwen, “Early History of Belmond” (presentation, Wright County 
Historical Society, 26 February 1951).  

BANKS OF THE IOWA RIVER: Lieuwen noted that “Henry Luick had been one of the government surveyors some 
time before, and had gone back to his home in Michigan, sold his property there, and brought back his family to 
this new country to locate. He and [his brother-in-law] Anthony Overacker had taken up claims the year before 
where Algona now stands and also at Spirit Lake but here was trouble at this time between the Sioux and 
Winnebago Indians [so] our land hunters decided to throw up their claims and move farther south.” 

SOFTENING OF THE BRAIN: The medical term and explanation found at wikipedia, s.v. “cerebral softening,” 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerebral_softening. 

THE AUGUST AGE: George Mooreheads’s grandson, Delbert Juhl, also took a late-life second wife; on 26 April 
1987 he married Edith “Eydee” Warner. The groom was 76 at the time, the bride 66: The marriage was said among 
family members to have lasted less than one month. 

HIS OWN HOUSE: George and Charlotte Moorehead bought their 120-acre farm northwest of Swaledale by 
1895. (For location of farm, see Atlas of Cerro Gordo County, Iowa, “Mt. Vernon Township,” The University of Iowa 
Libraries, Iowa Digital Library, http://digital.lib.uiowa.edu/cdm/ref/collection/atlases/id/8156.) They farmed that 
property themselves until some point after the 1915 Iowa state census and before 1920, by which point the 
Federal census documents they had moved to Rockwell. There, George served as mayor, “Big Lottie” died in 1933 
and he in 1942. As of 1934 my paternal grandparents, Donald and Charlotte Juhl Luick, lived on the Moorehead 
farm. Conflicting information holds that my father was born in Rockwell [at his maternal grandfather’s house, or at 
Rockwell’s then-extant hospital?] in 1936; in any event his parents lived on that farm at the time. His older sister, 
Lorraine, and younger sister, “Jeandelle”, also were born while their parents lived at that farm—which went on to 
house Fuller family offspring as well as others until it was sold, around 1974, to Heinz Rattay. He was a one-time 
German prisoner of war that my maternal grandparents, Elmer and Erma Falcon Thrams, sponsored to come to 
Ashlawn Farm after World War II to work. I grew up with Heinz’ three children—Susie, Richie and Tommy—and 
often played with them during one of Heinz’s frequent visits to my grandmother, who he saw in a motherly light. 
Purely coincidentally, after Interstate #35 ate most of the fields for a new freeway connecting Des Moines with the 
Twin Cities in Central Minnesota, I saw the house dozens if not over a hundred times, driving past it enroute to 
Iowa State University, etc. A bit of cosmic irony, Heinz’ daughter, Sue—now a professional writer—edited the first 
chapter and conclusion to Roots of Darkness. Her widowed mother sold the farm in 2015, as I completed this book. 
As so often happens in life, “coincidence” drives connection: As outlined in an email from Heinz Rattay’s daughter, 
Sue (Rattay) Hicks, on 21 January 2016, her family acquired “the old Moorehead place” seemingly randomly: “It 
was a sealed bid deal. My dad put bids in on 3 properties, and that's the one he won the bid on.” 
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I WAS THERE: “Sheranne (Luick) Joyns” in an email to the author from 28 May 2014. 

THESE UNCANNY ENCOUNTERS: From an email from Alan Nothnagle on 5 August 2015. One section not 
included in the main text was: “I could imagine that some of the older members of your audiences, those who actually 

experienced the Old Days first-hand, might call you on it. Which brings me to the question: How many of your prospective, 
predominantly elderly readers actually share your view that today’s Iowa is “blighted”? Are there some who are satisfied with 
their lot, counting their blessings as they go? After all, without modern medicine, most of them would have died long ago. Also, 
it’s occurred to me all along that many of them will indeed agree that Iowa is heading down the drain fast, but will claim that 
this is due to the decline in ‘traditional’ values and the lack of ‘Jesus’ in legislation, a state of affairs to be corrected by issuing 
Bibles to the schools and posting the Ten Commandments in front of court houses. As I understand, even members of your own 
family see matters this way. Now, I don’t know anything about it, but as the [2016] election approaches, these ideas seem to 
gain currency.” 

 

 

VOLUME THREE 

NEUROSCIENTIST JAMES FALLON: wikipedia s.v. “James Fallon,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Fallon and 
Horizon, “Are You Good or Evil?” BBC, 7 September 2011, http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b014kj65.  

CARL SCHURZ: wikipedia, s.v. “Carl Schurz,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Schurz and jchatoff, “New 
Blood,” Context (blog), http://jchatoff.wordpress.com/2011/04/25/new-blood/. 

QUAKERS WERE ‘TOO RADICAL’: wikipedia, s.v. “Mary Dyer,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mary_Dyer and 
Christy K. Robinson, “Mary Dyer’s ‚monster’,” marybarrettdyer (blog), 
http://marybarrettdyer.blogspot.de/2011/09/mary-dyers-monster.html. 

STATE CHURCHES: Michael W. McConnell, “Establishment and Disestablishment at the Founding, Part I: 
Establishment of Religion,” William and Mary Law Review 44, No. 5 (2003) and wikipedia, s.v. “State religion,” 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/State_religion. 

SANSSOUCI: “Sanssouci Palace,” Prussian Palaces and Gardens Foundation Berlin-Brandenburg, 
http://www.spsg.de/en/palaces-gardens/palaces-gardens-single/schloss-sanssouci/. Wikipedia, s.v. “Historic Mill 
of Sanssouci,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Historic_Mill_of_Sanssouci. 

 

Part V—Runaways and Pioneers: Heinrich & Katherine Luick/Henry & Melissa Luick family 

ALBERT LEE LUICK: Albert Lee Luick, A Little Genealogy and History of a Luick Family, who came to America 
from Stuttgart, Germany, and who as Iowa Pioneers were the First Settlers in Belmond, Wright County, Iowa 
(unpublished manuscript, written sometime after Belmond’s centennial celebration in 1956 but before his death 
on 27 February 1962). 

GESCHICHTSWISSENSCHAFTLER: According to http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geschichtswissenschaft is “die 
methodisch gesicherte Erforschung vergangenen menschlichen Handelns auf Basis kritisch geprüfter Überlieferung 
unter einer spezifischen Fragestellung” or, in English, “the methodically backed research of past human behavior 
based on the critical review of the body of knowledge according to specified questioning.” 

INCONCEIVABLE 40,000 YEARS: Martin Bailey, “Ice Age Lion Man is world’s earliest figurative sculpture,” the 
Art Newspaper, published online 31 January 2013, http://www.theartnewspaper.com/articles/Ice-Age-Lion-Man-
is-worlds-earliest-figurative-sculpture/28595. 

DEATH OF AT LEAST THREE MILLION: “No. 33 The Thirty Years War (1618-48) 7,500,000,” Selected Death Tolls 
for Wars, Massacres and Atrocities Before the 20th Century, necrometrics.com, 
http://necrometrics.com/pre1700a.htm#30YrW.  

SHIFTING PEOPLES AND IDENTITIES: Encyclopedia Britannica, s.v. “Oder–Neisse Line,” 
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/425069/Oder-Neisse-Line and Thomas Urban, Der Verlust: Die 
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Vertreibung der Deutschen und Polen im 20. Jahrhundert (in German) (München, C.H.Beck, 2006) and Steffen 
Prauser and Arfon Rees (eds.), The Expulsion of the ‘German’ Communities from Eastern Europe at the End of the 
Second World War, Working Paper HEC No. 2004/1, http://cadmus.eui.eu/bitstream/handle/1814/2599/HEC04-
01.pdf;jsessionid=5307FD51D55686867F88759004878F4F?sequence=1. 

WAR OF THE ROSES: “Wars of the Roses,” http://www.warsoftheroses.com/ and Vincent B. Redstone, “Social 
Conditions of England during the Wars of the Roses,” Royal Historical Society 16, no. 1 (1902) 159-200 and 
Desmond Seward, Brief History of the Wars of the Roses (London, Constable and Robinson, 2013) and John 
Wagner, Encyclopedia of the Wars of the Roses (Santa Barbara, ABC-CLIO, 2001). 

OLD-FRENCH WORD FOR “SOLDIER”: Merriam Webster, s.v. “soldier,” http://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/soldier. Merriam Webster, s.v. “solidus,” http://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/solidus. 

STRIKING THE SET: For further background information on factors compelling Swabians to leave Schwaben in 
the early 1800s, see “German Genealogy. German Emigration Records,” Genealoger - Family History and 
Genealogy Services, http://www.genealoger.com/german/ger_emigration_records.htm. 

A WIDER CONTEXT: Certainly, recent recurring war, poverty, crop failure and even hunger, lack of opportunity 
and conscription motivated emigrants. Some villages distributed free food stuffs to lessen the poor’s suffering; in 
some, local noble families paid for at least boys’ basic schooling. Still, local relief efforts didn’t suffice to keep the 
neediest in place: Tens of thousands emigrated. 

 “BOSTON” AND “PHILADELPHIA”: Franz Lenze, “This is not America,” Die Zeit, no. 33, 7 August 2003, 
http://www.zeit.de/2003/33/Boston. 

INNERE EMIGRATION: Schülerlexikon, s.v. “Exil und Innere Emigration,” 
http://m.schuelerlexikon.de/mobile_deutsch/Exil_und_Innere_Emigration.htm. Ralf Schnell, “Literarische Innere 
Emigration,” In: Ralf Schnell, Dichtung in finsteren Zeiten. Deutsche Literatur und Faschismus (Hamburg, Rororo, 
1998) 120-160. Ulrich Baron, “Innere Emigranten,” Essay-Serie Insider - Outsider (in German), dradio, published 
online 9 March 2008, http://www.deutschlandfunk.de/innere-emigranten.1184.de.html?dram:article_id=185256. 

PRE-CASTLE-CLINTON DAYS: “Castle Clinton,” National Monument New York, 
http://www.nps.gov/cacl/index.htm. 

SHAKESPEARE: Shakespeare Quotes, “What’s in a name? That which we call a rose,” enotes.com, 
http://www.enotes.com/shakespeare-quotes/what-s-name-that-which-we-call-rose. 

DON’T YOU MEAN “GERSTENMAIER:” Parenting Genealogy, s.v. “Meyer,” genealogy.about.com, 
http://genealogy.about.com/library/surnames/m/bl_name-MEYER.htm. 

BACK IN SCHWABEN: “Stuttgart, Stadt. Bevölkerungsentwicklung,” Das Königreich in Zahlen by Landesarchiv 
Baden-Württemberg und Landesmuseum Württemberg, http://maja.bsz-
bw.de/zollvereinsstatistik/bevoelkerungszahl_start.php?suche_ortstyp=gemeinde&schluessel_ort=11301&ort_na
me=Stuttgart,%20Stadt. 

THE ERIE CANAL: In 1835, Featherstonhaugh travelled from Green Bay, Wisconsin up the Fox River to the 
Wisconsin River, then downstream to Prairie du Chien, and into the Mississippi River. He paddled up the 
Mississippi, passing the St. Croix River and the Minnesota River, stopping at Carver’s Cave and Saint Anthony Falls. 
Compare with George William Featherstonhaugh, “A Canoe Voyage Up the Minnay Sotor,” Wisconsin Electronic 
Reader, http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/WIReader/Contents/Voyage.html 

EBENEZER MATTOON CHAMBERLAIN: Louise Fogle, “Journal of Ebenezer Mattoon Chamberlain, Indiana 
Magazine of History,” Indiana Magazine of History, No. 15 (September 1919) 241. 

AFRICAN-AMERICAN CHURCH: Monroe Fordham, “Michigan Street Church,” African American history of 
Western New York, http://www.math.buffalo.edu/~sww/0history/hwny-michigan.st.church.html. 

PRE-MOTOWN DETROIT: Arthur M. Woodford, This is Detroit 1701-2001 (Detroit, Wayne State University 
Press, 2001) and Steven J. Rauch, “A Stain upon the Nation? A Review of the Detroit Campaign of 1812 in United 
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States Military History,” Michigan Historical Review 38, no. 1 (Spring 2012) 129-153 and John C. Schneider, 
“Detroit and of the Problem of Disorder: The Riot of 1863,” Michigan History 58, no. 1 (1974) 4-24 and Richard 
Bak, Detroit: Across Three Centuries (Chelsea, Sleeping Bear Press, 2001).  

WASHTENAW COUNTY: compiled from Dale Herter and Terry Stollsteimer, A History of the German Settlers in 
Washtenaw County, 1830 to 1930 (January 2007, updated January 2009), and rootsweb.ancestry.com, 
http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~miwashte/washtenawgermansettlerhistory.pdf and wikipedia, s.v. “Ann 
Arbor Michigan,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ann_Arbor,_Michigan. 

THE NORTHWEST TERRITORY: wikipedia, s.v. “Northwest Territory,” 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northwest_Territory. 

A SETTLEMENT IN THE WILDERNESS: direct quote from wikipedia, s.v. “American pioneers to the Northwest 
Territory,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_pioneers_to_the_Northwest_Territory and related to: “As soon 
as the number of free male settlers exceeded 5,000, the Territorial Legislature was to be created, and this 
happened in 1798. The full mechanisms of government were put in place, as outlined in the Northwest Ordinance. 
A bicameral legislature consisted of a House of Representatives and a Council. The first House had 22 
representatives, apportioned by population of each county.[5] The House then nominated 10 citizens to be Council 
members. The nominations were sent to the U.S. Congress, which appointed five of them as the Council. This 
assembly became the legislature of the Territory, although the governor retained veto power.” 

THOMAS JEFFERSON: wikipedia, s.v. “Thomas Jefferson,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Jefferson Note, 
per wikipedia: All men are created equal has been called “one of the best-known sentences in the English 
language” containing “the most potent and consequential words in American history”.[52] The passage came to 
represent a moral standard to which the United States should strive. This view was notably promoted by Abraham 
Lincoln, who based his philosophy on it, and argued for the Declaration as a statement of principles through which 
the United States Constitution should be interpreted.[53] 

QUAKER-RAISED THOMAS PAINE: Moncure Daniel Conway and William Cobbett, The Life of Thomas Paine (New 
York, Putnam’s, 1893) and A. J. Ayer, Thomas Paine (Chicago, University Press, 1988). 

NOT SO THE GERMANS: Jonathan Marwil, History of Ann Arbor (Ann Arbor, University Michigan Press, 1987). 

MIGRANTS DANCE This depicts travellers grabbing a hurried and impromptu dance on the road in early 1810’s 
America (in rural Pennsylvania in 1812?), and so shows practices which would have been considered inelegant or 
shockingly informal in many socially genteel circles in Europe at the time (such as smoking in the presence of 
ladies, smoking indoors, a man taking off his tailcoat in the presence of ladies—leaving him wearing only his 
waistcoat and shirt on top—and holding onto one’s horsewhip while dancing). Only one of the women has 
bothered to take off her bonnet. One of the dancing men isn’t wearing socks/stockings. At left, a couple is 
indulging in what could be considered an inappropriate public display of affection by some European standards of 
etiquette, while at right a black fiddler provides the music for the dance. Wagons can be seen outside the door. 

Pavel Petrovich Svinin was a Russian who visited the United States (as secretary to the Russian diplomatic 
representative) in the early 1810’s, during which he painted a number of watercolors of life in America. Later he 
published the book Voyage Pittoresque Aux Etats-Unis de l’Amérique par Paul Svignine en 1811, 1812, et 1813. 
Pavel Petrovich Svinin, Merrymaking at a Wayside Inn, in wikimedia, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:1812-Svinin-merrymaking-wayside-inn-USA.jpg  

DOROTHEA (“DOLLY) HERRMANN: Information written in an email on 17 August 2015 by Anthony J. Luick to 
the author. 

POPULATION OF 80,000: city-data.com s.v. “Iowa – Population,” http://www.city-data.com/states/Iowa-
Population.html. 

ENGLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND: “area of iowa in square kilometers,” evi.com, 
http://www.evi.com/q/area_of_iowa_in_square_kilometers and The commonwealth, s.v. “United Kingdom,” 
thecommonwealth.org, http://thecommonwealth.org/our-member-countries/united-kingdom. 
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CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO: Pietro A. Shakarian, “History of Cuyahoga County,” 
http://www.cuyahogacounty.us/en-US/history.aspx. 

WAR OF 1812: In the War of 1812, New York troops were also commanded by Major John S. VanDerCook, see 
information at Linda H. Wilbur Homer, “Burials in the Historic Old Cooksborough Cemetery,” Long Island 
Genealogy (28 January 2004), http://longislandgenealogy.com/Cooksborough/Cooksborough.html and Linda 
Wilbur, “The Life of Michael VanDerCook,” published online 4 October 2000, 
http://genforum.genealogy.com/vandercook/messages/19.html. 

A RESPECTABLE RESIDENCE: History of Belmond, Iowa 1856-2006 (Belmond Historical Society, 2006) 9. 

THE WINDY CITY’S FUTURE: “Chicago Growth 1850-1990: Maps by Dennis McClendon,” 
http://tigger.uic.edu/depts/ahaa/imagebase/chimaps/mcclendon.html and “Population history of Chicago from 
1840-1990,” http://physics.bu.edu/~redner/projects/population/cities/chicago.html. 

A DOZEN RAILWAY LINES: The first train reached the future land and, later, air transit hub in 1848—the same 
year the ill-fated, short-lived Illinois and Michigan Canal also opened and, seemingly a world away, ten years after 
the Prussian capital of Berlin dedicated its first train station. “Eisenbahnen im Deutschen Zollverein, 31.12.1838,” 
IEG-MAPS - Server for digital historical maps, http://www.ieg-maps.uni-mainz.de/gif/e838d_a4.htm. 

THAT SPRING OF 1853: For simplicity’s sake and in order not to completely lose my readership, I have omitted 
telling in-text that the two brothers first made their way to Algona: That information is available elsewhere. 

RELATIVE MEANINGLESSNESS: Lynn M. Alex Iowa’s Archaeological Past (Iowa City, University of Iowa Press, 
2000) and wikipedia s.v. “Iowa,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iowa#Etymology. 

HERB HAKE’S IOWA INSIDE OUT: Rod Library-Special Collections, s.v. “Herbert V. Hake,” 
http://www.library.uni.edu/collections/special-collections/biographical-sketches/herbert-v-hake and wikipedia, 
s.v. “Herb Hake,” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herb_Hake and Rae Riebe, “Portrait of Herb Hake-an uncured 
ham,” Cedar Falls Record People, Iowa, 20 January 1979. 

THIS IS THE PLACE: Ben Prostine, “Searching for the Meaning of Iowa: Word Roots, Prairie Roots,” Cedar Falls 
Patc (blog), http://cedarfalls.patch.com/groups/ben-prostines-blog/p/bp--searching-for-the-meaning-of-iowa-
word-roots-prai1c53482a8a. 

TREKKED TO IOWA: From Sylvester Luick’s account: “Two teams and covered wagons could be seen amidst the 
heat and dust of the Iowa prairie. In one wagon were Henry Luick, his wife and four children, Mike, Sylvester, Mary 
and Barbara, two years old. In the other was Dave, Henry’s younger brother. For many weary days they traveled 
on, until they came to the banks of a beautiful lake, later called Clear Lake. “ 

GEORGE WASHINGTON DUMOND: History of Belmond, Iowa 1856-2006 (Belmond, Belmond Historical Society, 
2006) 25. 

SERVE AS CAPTAIN: U.S., Civil War Soldier Records and Profiles, 1861-1865, “Lewis H. Cutler,” ancestry.com 
(blog). See also Roster and Record of Iowa Soldiers in the War of Rebellion, Volume IV, 1st – 9th Regiments-Cavalry 
and Two Independent Companies-Cavalries (Des Moines, Emory H. English/E.D. Chassell, 1910). 

FOR THE LUICK’S PART: Parts of the information in this section come from Elizabeth Lieuwen’s presentation 
“Early History of Belmond” for the Wright County Historical Society on 26 February 1951. In it, she claimed “In the 
early days, all counties were ruled by ‘one-man power’ in the person of the County Judge [and] served as Wright 
County Judge for four years” and thus intimated that Henry Luick exercised considerable power in Wright County’s 
early history.  

GEORGE CATLIN: Frederick Gue, History of Iowa, Volume 1 (1903) 166, 
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/History_of_Iowa_From_the_Earliest_Times_to_the_Beginning_of_the_Twentieth_
Century/1/14. 

CATLIN’S VISION: Albert Lee Luick, A Little Genealogy and History of a Luick Family, who came to America from 
Stuttgart, Germany, and who as Iowa Pioneers were the First Settlers in Belmond, Wright County, Iowa 
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(unpublished manuscript, written sometime after Belmond’s centennial celebration in 1956 but before his death 
on 27 February 1962). 

THE REDMEN FORCED THEIR WAY: Michael Luick, The Luick Family - Proud Pioneers (printed by North Iowa 
Area Education Agency, Clear Lake, Iowa, 1980). 

AFRAID OF THE INDIANS: as retold in History of Belmond, Iowa 1856-2006 (Belmond, Belmond Historical 
Society, 2006) 439, from an article in the Belmond Independent, 25 July 1946. 

BUT NOT CONTINUOUSLY: History of Belmond, Iowa 1856-2006 (Belmond, Belmond Historical Society, 2006) 
11. 

THE FIRST WINTER: Michael Luick, The Luick Family - Proud Pioneers (Clear Lake, Iowa, North Iowa Area 
Education Agency, 1980). 

IOWA’S EARLY SETTLEMENT: Uncited author, Centennial Spencer, Iowa, 1871–1971 (self-printed and unbound, 
1971) 11. 

EDWIN BALLOU: History of Belmond, Iowa 1856-2006 (Belmond, Belmond Historical Society, 2006) 15. 

WINTER OF 1856-57: History of Belmond, Iowa 1856-2006 (Belmond, Belmond Historical Society, 2006) 15. 

A SNOW DRIFT: History of Belmond, Iowa 1856-2006 (Belmond, Belmond Historical Society, 2006) 15. 

EXISTING FOODSTUFFS: Elizabeth Lieuwen, “Early History of Belmond” (presentation, Wright County Historical 
Society, 26 February 1951). 

EARLY PIONEER LIFE: Uncited author, Centennial Spencer, Iowa, 1871–1971 (self-printed unbound, 1971) 12. 

SECURING ADEQUATE FOOD: Dorothy Schwieder, History of Iowa, 
http://publications.iowa.gov/135/1/history/7-1.html. 

AMELIA (LUICK) MALLORY: as retold from an article in the Belmond Independent, 25 July 1946, in History of 
Belmond, Iowa 1856-2006 (Belmond, Belmond Historical Society, 2006) 439. 

KITTURAH BELKNAP: Dorothy Schwieder, History of Iowa, http://publications.iowa.gov/135/1/history/7-1.html. 

LIGHTER MOMENTS: History of Belmond, Iowa 1856-2006 (Belmond, Belmond Historical Society, 2006) 336. 

THE FIRST PHYSICIAN: Elizabeth Lieuwen, “Early History of Belmond” (presentation, Wright County Historical 
Society, 26 February 1951). 

INCONCEIVABLE AS IT MIGHT BE: Extract from H P Birdsall, History of Wright County, Iowa, Its Peoples, 
Industries and Institutions (Indianapolis, Indiana, B F Bowen & Company, 1915). 

ALL THAT ADVERSITY: Dorothy Schwieder, History of Iowa, http://publications.iowa.gov/135/1/history/7-
1.html. 

CIRCUIT RIDERS: Dorothy Schwieder, History of Iowa, http://publications.iowa.gov/135/1/history/7-1.html.  

THE LUICK FAMILY: From five acres of corn planted in 1854, the Luicks secured a yield of 20 to 25 bushels to the 
acre. Information taken from Elizabeth Lieuwen, “Early History of Belmond” (presentation, Wright County 
Historical Society, 26 February 1951). 

TO THE ACRE: According to an article in an unnamed Belmond newspaper published on 3 December 1879, 
titled “CORN YIELD - David Luick finished husking corn today. His total yield is about 4000 bushels, nearly 75 
bushels per acre. Adrian Elder has 5000 bushels; James McNamera 5500; M.H. Luick 6000. Others have not 
reported, but the figures will be given if handed in.” 

FARM BUILDINGS: Early farm homes were built of trees “cut down into logs and poles were placed for the 
rafters. Roof bark was cut from the trees, in as large a strips as possible and these served for shingles being 
fastened with little wooden pins to the rafters of poles. A barn was built in the same way, covering it with long 
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slough grass which grew five to six feet tall. The floor of the cabin was earth, scraped clean,” see: Elizabeth 
Lieuwen, “Early History of Belmond” (presentation, Wright County Historical Society, 26 February 1951).  

DICTATED BY THE SEASONS: Dorothy Schwieder, History of Iowa, 
http://publications.iowa.gov/135/1/history/7-1.html. 

AGRICULTURE IS THE FOUNDATION: “The farmer of today farms in an entirely different way than did the 
pioneers. Today the study of soils and seeds, the use of fertilizers hybrid corn and close markets have completely 
revolutionized the agricultural industry. Pure bred stock, modern machinery and methods have made farming a 
science. Great schools are maintained for its study and improvement. Cooperative marketing and selling is coming 
into its own. The Farmer’s Union and Farm Bureau are bringing farmers into closer organization,” see: Elizabeth 
Lieuwen, “Early History of Belmond” (presentation, Wright County Historical Society, 26 February 1951). 

MICHAEL HENRY LUICK: Michael Henry Luick was born on 22 January 1844 in Washtenaw County, Michigan. He 
died 4 August 1931 in Belmond. He married Sarah Jane (Lathrop [Baker]) Luick on 18 October 1864 in Belmond. 
She was born 21 April 1842 in Rush, Penn. She died on 8 October 1924 in Belmond (buried in Franklin Grove 
Cemetery, Belmond). Information written in an email on 2 August 2015 by Anthony J. Luick to the author 

IN 2014 DOLLARS: Dave Manuel, “Inflation Calculator,” Dave Manuel’s professional website 
http://www.davemanuel.com/inflation-calculator.php. 

PIONEER FARMER’S DISTAFF: History of Belmond, Iowa 1856-2006 (Belmond, Belmond Historical Society, 2006) 
480. 

MORE PROSPERING FARMERS: Indeed, some local early farmers did seem to be prospering relatively soon after 
initial Euro-American settlement. According to an article in an unnamed Belmond newspaper published on 24 
January 1883, “The following parties left on the stock train for Chicago today (Thursday): S.N. Hinman, T.B. 
Kaufman, M.H. Luick, Frank Christie, J.S. Pritchard, S.D. Martin, Newt Mecham, J.A. Whiting. They will look over the 
stockyards and the city generally, before all return.” Some early Belmond farmers and townspeople weren’t just 
“seeing the [sights] generally” in the next metropolis, Chicago; they also were making trips to Europe. According to 
an advertisement in an unnamed Belmond newspaper published on 15 November 1882, “IOWA VALLEY BANK: 
Belmond, Iowa, Does a General Banking Business, Buys and Sells, Exchange, Loans Money, and Buys Notes. 
Collections a Speciality. Passenger tickets to and from all points in Europe for sale. Insurance Department also 
connected with the Bank. G.H. Richardson, President; D.E. Packard, Cashier.” 

THE OLD RIVER DAM: Cloe Jenison, “The Old River Dam,” Essay (1978), found in History of Belmond, Iowa 1856-
2006 (Belmond, Belmond Historical Society, 2006) 11. 

THE INITIAL MILL: Elizabeth Lieuwen, “Early History of Belmond” (presentation, Wright County Historical 
Society, 26 February 1951).  

INDIAN MASSACRE OF 1852: History of Belmond, Iowa 1856-2006 (Belmond, Belmond Historical Society, 2006).  

IN TELLING DETAILS: The Belmond Historical Society’s exhaustive study of the town’s biography recounts both 
incidents in telling details (History of Iowa and History of Belmond, Iowa 1856-2006) 29-30. 

ORGANIZE RELIGIOUS SERVICES: Elizabeth Lieuwen, “Early History of Belmond” (presentation, Wright County 
Historical Society, 26 February 1951). 

JOHN DOZIER SANDS: Elizabeth Lieuwen, “Early History of Belmond” (presentation, Wright County Historical 
Society, 26 February 1951). 

SMITH D. PIERCE: His daughter, Rose Pierce, married Henry Luick’s brother, William. According to Albert Lee 
Luick “a woman of forceful character and loveable disposition,” Rose “was born in Oswego, New York and reared 
in Du Page County, Illinois [just west of Chicago. She] brought in her trunk from her Illinois home willow trees, 
which she planted and these were the first in the county. These served to add to the attractiveness of their 
pioneer home, a home always open to weary travelers.” Found in History of Belmond, Iowa 1856-2006 (Belmond, 
Belmond Historical Society, 2006) 480. 
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LIFE EXPECTANCY FOR BABIES: “Life Expectancy in years at various ages, by decade,” Bending family history, 
http://www.jbending.org.uk/stats3.htm. 

A GERMANIFICATION: Confirmed in an email from Margrit Luick to the author on 22 June 2014. 

THE FIRST ADDITION: History of Belmond, Iowa 1856-2006 (Belmond, Belmond Historical Society, 2006). 

RED-HEADED MARGRIT: email from Anthony J. Luick, 6 February 2015. For more information about “cracked 
open a few heads” see book 1 chapter, 72. 

THE FIRST BURIAL GROUND: History of Belmond, Iowa 1856-2006 (Belmond, Belmond Historical Society, 2006). 

CROWDS WATCHING THE PARADE: History of Belmond, Iowa 1856-2006 (Belmond, Belmond Historical Society, 
2006) 345. 

TODAY BELMOND IS: Elizabeth Lieuwen, “Early History of Belmond” (presentation, Wright County Historical 
Society, 26 February 1951). 

PRARIE’S FIRST SETTLERS: Albert Lee Luick, A Little Genealogy and History of a Luick Family, who came to 
America from Stuttgart, Germany, and who as Iowa pioneers were the first settlers in Belmond, Wright County, 
Iowa (unpublished manuscript, written sometime after Belmond’s centennial celebration in 1956 but before his 
death on 27 February 1962). 

8th OF JULY: Information comes from an interview with Iris (Glaser), Konstantin & Hans-Joachim “Jochen” Luick 
in Esslingen on 8 July 2014. 

DRAFTED EUGEN: Eugen Luick, Schönheit und Tragödie Dresden (Esslingen, E.+S. Fleischmann Verlag, 1985) 30-
35. 

STORIES OF MY PEOPLE: Albert Lee Luick, A Little Genealogy and History of a Luick Family, who came to 
America from Stuttgart, Germany, and who as Iowa Pioneers were the First Settlers in Belmond, Wright County, 
Iowa (unpublished manuscript, written sometime after Belmond’s centennial celebration in 1956 but before his 
death on 27 February 1962). 

WOMAN OF FORCEFUL CHARACTER: History of Belmond, Iowa 1856-2006 (Belmond, Belmond Historical 
Society, 2006) 480. 

KATHERINE (LUICK) ELDER: According to an undated, uncited obitrary of Katherine Elder, “Adrian and Kate 
Luick Elder were natives of Pennsylvania and Michigan, respectively. Adrian came to Wight Co. in 1856. Kate came 
to Wright Co. with one of her brothers in 1858. In 1859, Adrian Elder bought a farm in Belmond township, to which 
he added from time to time until at his death in 1899, he owned about two hundred and seventy acres of well 
improved and highly cultivated land. Kate Elder moved to Belmond where she lived until her death in March of 
1915, at the age of 78. They were parents of four children.” 

EMANUEL LUICK: Additional data from the undated, uncited obitrary included this: “Emanuel Luick [son of 
Heinrich and Dolly Luick, raised by Adrian Elder and Katherine Mary Luick] was born in 1855. He died on 6 February 
1918 in Franklin Grove Cemetery Belmond. He married Altie Hayner Luick on 6 Dec 1874. “ 

TO THIS UNION: Additional data from the article included this: “Edith married Samuel Linbaugh; their children 
were: Beatrice, Frederick, Elizabeth, Samuel, Rogers and Louise, also Alice, who died at about age of two years. 
Harold F. married Ella Furuseth, daughter of Christian L. and Minnie (Nelson) Furuseth, and resided on the original 
farm, southeast of Belmond, Iowa. They had one child named Muriel.” A. B.P. Birdsell, History of Wright County 
Iowa (Indianapolis, B. F. Bowen and Co., 1915). 

RED WING AND WINONA: “Finally, after further passing beneath the sandstone bluffs and formations high 
above the valley floor, the train crossed the bridge to LaCrosse, Wisconsin. Slowing to almost a stride’s pace, the 
train lumbered past this old river town that so often had charmed me during the reoccurring BUS-eum exhibit 
tours that took me through almost every county in each of the twelve Midwest states. Several times I have had the 
pleasure of staying a night or two in LaCrosse—camped on the island opposite downtown, or at the home of a 
hospitable local Quaker—and I always enjoyed walking the narrow streets of the old town, amidst the broad-
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shouldered, sturdy buildings erected by German or other immigrants who’d come to what only a few years earlier 
had been the frontier, then prospered incomparably. A proud yet decidedly patina-soaked town, LaCrosse 
embodies for me one of the last bastions of the Old World, before the Midwest gives way to the West, where 
Europe might as well be on Mars, where American dreams march on without the bothersome encumbrances of 
traditions—as well as the obligations—of the visible, thereby recallable past.” (Michael Luick-Thrams, unpublished 
diary entry, May 2011). 

FREDERICK JOHN LUICK: Information written in an email on 3 October 2002 by Tony Luick to Gary Luick.  

QUIET LOCAL CELEBRITY: Albert Lee Luick, A Little Genealogy and History of a Luick Family, who came to 
America from Stuttgart, Germany, and who as Iowa Pioneers were the First Settlers in Belmond, Wright County, 
Iowa (unpublished manuscript, written sometime after Belmond’s centennial celebration in 1956 but before his 
death on 27 February 1962). 

A DEVOTED HUSBAND: Details from the three obituaries not used in this section include from the: 

Mason City Globe-Gazette; 17 June 1935—She was first married to George Lieuwen, who died soon after. In 1918 she was 
married to Chester P. Luick, son of pioneers. Surviving are her husband, mother, a brother, Cato, who manages the Griesy 
hardware company; two sisters, Mrs. Mable Lewis of Tracy, Minn., Mrs. George Goelz of Belmond. Funeral services will be at 
Sands Memorial Congregational church Tuesday afternoon in charge of Rev. A. H. Anderson, assisted by Rev. W. U. Leinbach. 

Mason City Globe-Gazette; 9 August 1952—Funeral services for Mrs. Luick will be held Monday at 2 p.m. at the 
Congregational Church with burial in the Belmond Cemetery. Besides her husband, Mrs. Luick leaves two daughters, Mrs. Evan 
Curry of Cedar Rapids and Mrs. George Price of Brownsville, Tex. 

Mason City Globe-Gazette; 24 May 1972—Funeral services for Mrs. Chester (Grace) Luick, 92, will be at 1:30 p.m. Friday at 
Congregational Church here. Visitation will be after 7 p.m. Wednesday at Willim-Andrew Funeral Home. Mrs. Luick died 
Monday at a Belmond nursing home. She had been a patient there since last November. 

Born Aug. 14, 1879 in Coloma, Mich., she was the daughter of Henry and Lucy Osgood Glidden. They came to Popejoy when 
she was 15. She was married Jan 20, 1897 to Ernest Luick in Popejoy. From 1905 to 1910 they lived in Durango, Colo., then 
came to Belmond. He died in 1952. She was married in 1953 to Chester Luick who died in May 1960. Mrs. Luick continued to 
live in her home in Belmond until going to the rest home. She was chosen Mother of the Year in 1961. She was a member of 
Kensington Club, Eastern Star, the Congregational Church and Cemetery Association. Surviving are a son, William, Webster City; 
a daughter, Mrs. Donald (Helen) McNulty, Belmond; three grandchildren, three great grandchildren. She was preceded in death 
by two sons, an infant and Howard at age 21; her husbands and four brothers. 

——— 

 


